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Abstract
In this thesis work, solution dispensing techniques, such as inkjet printing and dip pen
nanolithography, have been employed for the realization of high resolution functional bioarrays in
order to study intermolecular interactions in confined environments and microarray format.
In particular, inkjet printing was employed for the generation of picoliter-scale aqueous droplets
stabilized against evaporation and molecular leakage by oil-confinement with mild surfactants to
artificially reproduce scalable cellular-like compartments on a chip, realizing specialized smallvolume systems to study the behaviour of interacting biomolecules. In this regards we show an
unprecedented solution-based protein-binding assay based on arrays of oil-confined water droplets
containing protein targets and labelled ligands. Detection of few molecular binding events in these
compartments is obtained by employing the advanced fluorescence fluctuation technique Raster
Image Correlation Spectroscopy, here employed to probe protein-ligand interactions in artificial
aqueous droplets by mapping concentration and diffusion coefficients of fluorolabeled ligands at
nanomolar concentrations with a femtoliter scale resolution. RICS was used for the first time to
follow molecular dynamics and binding events within confined and scalable artificial single
aqueous droplets. We called this new methodology CADRICS for Confined Aqueous Droplet
Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy.
It also described a novel printing approach to produce, for the first time, stable fL-scale aqueous
droplets injected inside mineral oil for studying molecular confinement and crowding effects. We
printed fL aqueous droplets into oil drops on solid substrates by a “field-free” approach, i.e. in
absence of external electric fields and electrolytes, in which we designed a novel actuating
waveform by picoliter sized nozzles. Printed fL droplets form an almost-regular circular pattern at
the border of mineral oil drops, given their negligible frictional force in mineral oil phase;
furthermore, molecules in such fL scale compartments form ring patterns at the surfactant/oil
interface due to spontaneous adsorption phenomena at the interface which, bring to molecular
concentration at the drop border. At the single droplet level, we show that molecular confinement
leads to modify solute-solvent and solvent driven solute-solute interactions, resulting to a
decreasing of fluorescence lifetime of environment-sensitive molecular systems, such as
Streptavidin-Biotin or FITC dye, but not to a significant increasing of local viscosity-sensitive
molecules (CCVJ dye) or environment insensitive dyes (Alexa dyes).
Confinement at ring pattern also leads to molecular crowding, likely due to co-adsorption at the
aqueous/oil interface of biomolecules and surfactants. We exploit such confinement process by a
model DNA molecular machine, finding out that fluorescence signal switching-on is triggered at
lower DNA target concentrations with respect to macrovolumes, thus interaction is favored in
confined and crowded conditions.
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The final part of the thesis is focused on a strategy for the deposition of single-stranded
oligonucleotide sequences on two different solid surfaces, glass and nylon, in form of ordered
arrays, through Dip Pen Nanolithography, a contact printing method to dispense drops on
femtoliter scale on solid supports. The spot size on micrometer and nanometer scales strictly
depends on factors such as time of contact between tip and surface, humidity, and viscosity of
molecular ink. The immobilized DNA sequence is succesfully hybridized with a complementary
sequence labeled with a fluorophore. The resulting double-strand DNA molecule is suitable as
specific molecular recognition substrate for human Topoisomerase.
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Introduction
The realization of functional molecular platforms is at the moment one of the top research fields in
sectors as physical chemistry of materials, analytical chemistry, bioengineering and pharmaceutical
chemistry1. In particular, micro- and nano- patterning of biomolecular system with retention of
biological activity on surfaces has been particularly investigated in these years.
In general, a bioarray can be defined as a 2D micro-/nano- ordered pattern of biomolecules on the
surface of a substrate. Top-down made biological surfaces have profoundly influenced both life
sciences and biotechnologies because of their ability to permit a simultaneous, low cost and high
sensitivity detection of a large number (hundreds or even thousands) of molecular species in a
single experiment2,3. Nowadays they are fundamental tools for research in areas as genomics,
proteomics, drug screening, lab-on-chip diagnostic, food chemistry, environmental monitoring,
forensic investigation, military defence, and so forth4.
Bioarray fabrication technologies enable the realization of low cost, integrated and complex bioarrays with high density of reaction sites on surface, requiring extremely small volumes, with
respect to conventional assay methodologies, and higher detection sensitivity and throughput
screening. Fabrication techniques for biomolecular arrays are typically categorized into top-down
and bottom-up approaches. The top-down approach creates micro- or nanoscale structures from a
starting biomaterial, whereas the bottom-up approach is based on super-molecular interactions of
molecules to self-assemble structures of interest. The most common fabrication techniques are
based on top-down approaches such as photolithography, electron beam lithography and focused
ion beam lithography: conventional methods commercially available and widely implemented in
manufacturing, but often limited by their high cost, difficult multiple-steps processes, and
accessibility to the clean room facilities necessary for processing5.
These limitations motivate the development of new, original unconventional micro- nanofabrication methods with higher flexibility, ambient condition operations and lower costs, as for
example nanoimprint lithography, soft lithography, scanning probe nanolithography (including dippen nanolithography). In any case, every bioarray fabrication technique targets the same objective:
efficient deposition of uniform, dense arrays of probe molecules with low dispensed reagent
consumption, preventing solution contamination and biomolecular damage.
A discriminant for patterning methodologies is constituted by the occurrence of contact between
the dispensing device and the receiving surface. In contact printing techniques, a printing device
comes in physical contact with the substrate to deposit biological material (e.g., pin printing and
dip pen nanopatterning). Instead, in non-contact printing no physical contact between the device
and the substrate occurs (e.g., photolithography, ink-jet printing, and laser writing). Moreover, each
of these array fabrication techniques can be sub-classified as serial or parallel according to the
3

patterning strategy. Parallel methods enable the robust large area and high-throughput duplication
of a pre-designed and not arbitrarily modifiable pattern on a surface. In serial deposition, serially
repeated movements of the printing device permit to create patterns with high resolution and
registration however, in principle, with limited fabrication throughput. Recently, it has been
demonstrated the feasibility of 2-D cantilever arrays devices for dip pen nanolithography
approaches for enabling a robust production of patterned structures over areas as large as square
centimetres6.
A more fundamental discriminant for patterning methodologies is constituted by the attainable
lateral resolution. Accordingly, conventional micro- array fabrication techniques as pin printing,
thermal or piezoelectric inkjet printing typically permit droplet volumes of 1-10 picoliters, spot
resolution of 10-20 micron at the best - based on these resolution biochemical assays at the
microscale permit to save time, costs and reagents with respect to established micro-well based
assays time and reagent consuming that work with micro- nanoliter scale volumes7. Nanoarray
based devices would still permit a dramatic further decrease in the cost of the assay since, in
comparison to micro-arrays, still less volumes of reagents and analytes are required (down to the
atto- liter scale), shorter response times are to be considered and importantly much higher
sensitivity can be obtained reaching the sub-femtomolar level. At tens of nanometers patterning
resolution, nanoarrays would even enable to probe the activity of biological entities at spots whose
lateral dimensions would be the same or one higher order of magnitude compared to the
biomolecules typical dimensions. The 10000 to 100000-fold increase in areal density, that could be
achieved with the use of nanoscale patterns dispensing techniques (Figure 1), would allow an
assay to screen for a correspondingly larger number of targets and a fixed number of targets to be
screened with a correspondingly smaller sample volume, and in a shorter amount of time 8. Highresolution patterning would greatly facilitate the development of high-throughput, high-resolution
screening tools2.

4

Figure 1: Scheme of the effect of patterning resolution in spot surface density for biological array
fabrication8.

The recent development of confined microreactors1 in parallel with the field of nanofluidics10 opens
new perspectives in nano-biotechnology, nano-combinatorics and nano-medicine11. In this
scenario, the realization of miniaturized aqueous compartments is an important challenge giving
the opportunity to investigate intermolecular interactions in confined systems to monitor
intermolecular and biological events at very low cost as well as to enhance sensing and catalytic
properties12.
On the other side, limiting the dimension of biological fluids and environments can affect the
molecular behaviour13.
Nature has chosen heterogeneous environments to carry out fundamental biochemical processes
evolving into compartmentalization of aqueous compartments at the picoliter- and femtoliter scale
in order to produce autonomous self-sustaining entities in eukaryotic cells14. This finally results in
spatial and biochemical compartmentalization in the form of intracellular organelles each one with
special tasks and roles15. Remarkably, compartmentalization leads to molecular confinement and
crowding effects resulting in self-organization of local environments with distinctive properties
including the protection of genetic material in the nucleus, the prevention of metabolic
intermediates dispersion, the assembly of sub-cellular environments with different features, etc16,17,
given the higher preponderance of interactions with surface wall container13.
Inspired by nature, molecular self-organization of heterogeneous environments inside artificial
compartments18 or molecular recognition-based stabilization at fluid-fluid interfaces19 has been
shown in picoliter-scale compartments by microfluidic setups or emulsification methods. Hansen et
al. recently reported on the possibility to create heterogeneous environments 20 in artificial picoliter
scale droplets by crowding. In such droplets, microenvironments of mRNA - translated from DNA
5

sequences- were stochastically generated since local mRNA since local production rates exceed the
diffusion rates of macromolecules. Such heterogeneity leads to higher probability of molecular
machinery staying in the same microenvironment, resulting in heterogeneous environments. Spatial
confinement of molecules allows for enhanced functionality. Enhanced reactivity and superior
stereo selectivities have been shown in confined environments21. M. Miyazaki et al.22 showed that
actin filaments are able to self-assemble into a single ring-shaped bundle in a cell-sized confined
space in absence of any regulatory signals. The formation of the ring is dependent on volume of the
droplet, meaning that if droplet radius is lower than persistence length of actin filaments, then actin
filament is able to assembly at the interface with oil phase – this being possible only at femtoliter
scale droplets. Folding of DNA G-quadruplexes is facilitated by confinement inside a DNA
origami nanocage23 and DNA walker traversing DNA hairpins confined on scalable microparticles
surfaces leads to amplification of miRNA detection24.
The ability to mimic on a chip such systems by a restricted volume (i.e. producing artificial
“cellular-like” compartments) may allow for several scientific and technological breakthroughs
through the systematic and statistically25 significant investigation of intermolecular interactions in
variable physiological conditions by modulating several important factors including dimension, pH,
ionic strength, interfacial tension, viscosity, etc.26,20,27–29.
In general, aqueous droplets can be produced by two different groups of methods: active generation
in microfluidics setups and printing approaches. Aqueous droplets generation in oil phases by
microfluidics can be carried out by electrical, thermal, magnetic, mechanical triggering30 and has
enabled an enormous amount of applications ranging from diagnostic to drug discovery31. In
comparison with microfluidics setups, printing methods – such as pin printing, inkjet printing,
pyroelectrodynamic printing, dip pen nanolithography - allow for higher simplicity and versatility
having precise control on droplet volumes and composition32 and have been applied to the
production of biochips for various applications ranging from drug discovery to single cell studies
and tissue engineering33. Among all printing approaches, inkjet printing constitutes an ideal
fabrication tool for programmable confined aqueous compartments, since it enables biological
materials to be printed at low cost and low consumption on solid or soft surfaces at speeds up to 2
orders of magnitude faster (10 spots/s) in comparison to conventional printing techniques, such as
pin printing7 with high positional accuracy and control of spot morphology. Remarkably, a careful
optimization of the jetting parameters is usually needed in order to match with the printable ink
properties and retain biological activity of the dispensed molecules 34. The development of protein35
or small molecules36 microarrays - fabricated by printing methods - allows for high-throughput
investigation of biomolecular interactions up to the single cell level 37–39. The most of setups in
conventional bioarrays are built in such a way that proteins and ligands are immobilized at solid
supports7, so that their structure could be affected by denaturation or conformational changes
6

compromising the specificity of molecular interactions40. Recently, droplets microarrays fabrication
methods have permitted the realization of high-density, low volume (nanoliter up to femtoliter)
solution phase assays33,41–44. These set-ups may allow recreating biological native conditions given
that molecular interactions occur in solution phase and not at the solid/liquid interface. However, at
these small scales, evaporation constitutes a predominant issue and high-boiling viscous additives
such as glycerol have to be added to realize stable micro-compartments, as reported in the
LUMDA chip43 in which glycerol-rich liquid spots are assembled by sequentially printing different
biomolecular components. However, glycerol drastically reduces protein dynamic behaviour in
droplet and leads to slightly different results between macroscopic volumes and droplets arrays. In
order to get evaporation-free microenvironments with a native-like nature, some experimental and
theoretical studies dealt with injecting picoliter water-rich droplets in an oil phase45,46. However,
these devices suffer from lack of control over oil-water interface along with high consumptions of
biomolecules (millimolar concentrations)26.
In general, ligand-protein binding assays47,48 can be executed at solid-liquid interface by methods as
different as radio ligand assays49, surface plasmon resonance50, protein microarrays51 - or at
aqueous liquid phase by methods such as fluorescence polarization52, fluorescence anisotropy53,
nuclear magnetic resonance54, mass spectrometry55, isothermal titration calorimetry56 and
differential scanning calorimetry57. Notably, among the approaches that can be used to monitor
reactions occurring in small volumes (nanoliter to picoliter volume), fluorescence-based methods
have large advantages as they are non-invasive and are characterised by high sensitivity and
specificity, enabling up to single-molecule detection58. Notably, the specific fluorescence method
can be selected on the ground of the system properties and on the feature to be investigated.
In this thesis work, solution dispensing techniques, such as Inkjet printing and Dip Pen
Nanolithography, have been employed to fabricate miniaturized devices suitable for intermolecular
interactions studies.
We exploit inkjet printing to develop aqueous droplet arrays mimicking on a chip the basic nature
of “cellular-like” compartments. Detection of few molecular binding events in these compartments
is obtained by employing advanced fluorescence fluctuation techniques. In particular, Raster Image
Correlation Spectroscopy (RICS) is here employed to probe protein-ligand interactions in artificial
aqueous droplets with a femtoliter scale resolution at a nanomolar concentration. This method was
designed to detect and quantify molecular dynamics in living cells, such as binding, concentration
and diffusion properties of molecules diffusing in cytoplasm or in cellular compartments and gives
information on dynamical events in each pixel also providing information on their location within
the image59,60,61. In this scenario, RICS represents an ideal transduction method for monitoring
molecular binding events in pico- to nano-liter volume droplets.
Droplets by inkjet printing are normally up to picoliter scale, being droplet size dependent on the
7

nozzle size, which is typically not below 10 µm. Recent approaches show the possibility to reduce
droplets volume down to the attoliter scale by <10 µm nozzle radius 62 or by electric field aided
hydrodynamically dispensing63, however these approaches respectively can cause nozzle clogging
or require electrolyte media support in the solution. Here we show a novel actuating waveform that
permits to assemble fL aqueous droplets from 10 µm size nozzles, by a “field-free” piezoelectric
inkjet. This approach permits to execute molecular confinement on model biomolecular systems
and DNA molecular machines at the border of aqueous fL drops in presence of crowding. We
investigated the effects of molecular confinement and crowding on DNA nanomachines, a
combination which is still not so highly explored in DNA nanotechnology. Coupling of molecular
crowding and confinement is investigated by fluorescence life time imaging (FLIM) on probe
molecules, giving information on the fluorescence lifetime, that measures the exponential decay
rate of a fluorophore from the its excited state to the radiative fluorescence emission.64
Finally, a DPN methodology for the realization of low cost biochips on cheap and flexible
substrate, that could be a suitable solution for “Point-of-care” diagnosis, is reported. The first step
for prevention and treatment of diseases is, indeed, the accurate diagnosis. However, proper
diagnostic technologies are not available in developing countries due to the lack of reliable
electrical power, refrigeration and trained personnel. For this reason, there is an urgent need of low
cost, rapid assays not requiring any external support. By coupling such technologies to
communication infrastructures, healthcare in areas without access to medical personnel would be
possible. Flexible substrates like paper and nylon, are ideal for fabricating such devices since they
are cheap, easy to degradate after use and compatible with most of existing printing technologies 65.
It was shown the possibility to efficiently deposit oligonucleotides by Dip Pen Nanolithography
(DPN) onto glass surfaces66. In this thesis work is also reported a general methodology to deposite
and anchor single-stranded oligonucleotides by DPN on two different solid surfaces, glass and
nylon, in form of ordered arrays, useful for point-of-care diagnostic chips fabrication.
In order to facilitate the reading of this thesis, the work has been divided in three parts: the State of
the Art, a General Part and the Experimental Part.
The first Part, Chapter 1, regards the state of the art of Microarray Applications in Life Science,
with a first section focusing on High-Throughput Screening Methodologies and a second section on
patterning methodologies with the different approaches of contact printing and non contact
printing. The second Part is composed of two chapters. Chapter 2 gives general notions concerning
Biopatterning Fabrication Methodologies at the micro- and nano-scale, with particular regard on
Inkjet Printing and Dip Pen Nanolithography. Chapter 3 deals with Confocal Microscopy Detection
Techniques; in particular Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy (RICS) and Fluorescence
Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) are considered and discussed in detail.
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The final Part concerns the Experimental Section of the thesis and consists of three chapters.
Chapter 4 presents CADRICS methodology for the realization of bioarrays of small volume
confined compartments for monitoring few molecular binding events by combining Inkjet Printing
with Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy. Chapter 5 shows a novel printing approach to produce
stable fL-scale aqueous droplets inside mineral oil by picoliter-scale nozzles and in absence of
external electrical fields. Inside these compartments is possible to study confinement and crowding
effects on molecular systems. Chapter 6 describes the experimental procedure to realize by Dip Pen
Nanolithography biochips of oligonucleotides on glass and on cheap and flexible substrate, such a
nylon.
Each of these chapters provides information about materials, surface functionalization, patterning
methodologies and investigation tools employed, finally providing a broad discussion concerning
the obtained experimental results. Bibliography is provided at the end of each chapter. Finally,
Conclusions and Acknowledgments are given.
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I State of the Art
1 Microarrays Applications in Life Science
This chapter deals with the applications of micro- and nano- array technology in relevant fields of
Life Sciences. The realization of high-speed, miniaturized, low-cost, and high throughput
biological devices in the microarray format is a very important issue today due to its importance in
fields as biosensing, drug screening, environmental monitoring, forensic investigation, military
defence and so forth. Recently developed micropatterning techniques allow for high-throughput
production of patterned multiplexed biological materials without the use of masks, stamps, ribbons,
or other costly and time-consuming conventional processing equipment, like the ones considered in
soft lithography techniques.
Nowadays one of the most outstanding fields of application for microarrays methodologies is the
drug screening, an essential part of drug discovery process. Drug discovery is “a complex learning
process whereby research efforts are directed toward assimilating new knowledge to create and
develop a drug with specific therapeutic effects”1. The process can roughly be divided into an early
and late phase. The early phase is mainly represented by target selection and lead discovery,
whereas the later phase deals mainly with clinical evaluation and development (Fig. 1.1).
Considering early phase drug discovery, target discovery, (targets are protein biomolecules such as
receptors, enzymes and ion channels whose modulation can lead to effective disease treatment),
consists in the identification and validation of suitable drug targets for therapeutic intervention 2,
while lead discovery is the identification of novel chemical molecules that act on those targets
through the employment of high-throughput screening (HTS) methodologies.

Figure 1.1: Phases of drug discovery and development
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Drug discovery process is today critically dependent upon the ability to identify chemical
compounds (“hits”) acting on specific targets, that is drug screening is one of the bottlenecks in the
process of drug discovery. Many new possible drug targets are discovered every day thanks to
genomics and proteomics researches, while new chemical compounds are daily synthesized by
high-throughput synthesis. So, there is an urgent need to find high throughput screening (HTS)
methodologies to profile the activity of large numbers of chemicals against hundreds of biological
targets in a fast, low-cost fashion.
The recent development of microarray and microfluidic technologies has permitted the
development of high-density, low volume assays to achieve this goal. In particular, the reduction in
cost, rather than increase in throughput, is the primary driving force within most HTS groups to
move to higher density, lower volume assays3–5.

1.1 High-Throughput Screening Methodologies
With many possible drug targets discovered every day and new chemical compounds synthesized
daily by drug companies, the lead identification has become more dependent upon the enabling
technologies of screening and identifying the lead compounds. There is an urgent need to find new
ways to profile the activity of large numbers of chemicals against hundreds of biological targets in
a fast, low-cost fashion. Robust, rapid, low-cost, sensitive, miniaturized and efficient highthroughput screening methods are required to examine a huge number of initial candidates and thus
minimize the attrition of chemical entities in the costly clinical phase of drug development.
These requirements have strongly encouraged the advancement and the development of highthroughput screening technologies. To further increase the throughput and reduce the cost of
chemicals and targets, the miniaturization and low-cost preparation of biological assays have been
the trend in today’s array development and laboratory automation. These demands have
encouraged the advancement of microplate-based HTS technologies including small molecules
library design and assembly, robotics, assay development and data handling. Today, libraries
containing millions of compounds are routinely screened with single compounds of high purity in
384-, 1536-, 3456-well formats6.
Modern microchip technologies offer other platforms for HTS, such as microarrays and
microfluidics devices that permit to exploit miniaturized and ultrasensitive assays. Microarrays are
composed of biomolecules attached to a surface in defined locations. They permit the simultaneous
analysis of thousands of chemical compounds within a single experimental step and have become
popular tools in drug discovery and life science research. Biomolecules commonly immobilized on
microarrays include oligonucleotides, polymerase chain reaction products, proteins, lipids,
peptides. The success of microarrays technology in genomic and proteomic research has given new
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impetus to miniaturization, providing unprecedented capabilities for parallel functional analyses of
hundred or even thousands of bioentities. During the past few years, a variety of chemical
compound microarrays and protein microarrays (biochips) with different surface chemistries and
activation strategies have emerged7. On the other hand, microfluidic devices perform screening
assays in a continuous fashion. These devices require a series of mechanical components (i.e.
pumps, mixers, valves etc.) for introducing reagents and samples, moving fluids within a
microchannel network, combining and mixing reactants.
1.1.1 Chemical compound microarrays
Chemical microarrays, (also called small-molecule microarrays), are devices composed of different
chemical compounds arrayed on a surface8. They are capable of evaluating the activity of a large
number of chemical structures against hundreds of biological targets (Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Example of small molecule microarray. Chemical compounds synthesized with the
same linking functional group are arrayed and covalently immobilized on the surface of microarray
chips. Biological targets are added to the chip, this is followed by several washing steps to
eliminate non-specific binding. The compounds that bind to the target with high affinity are then
identified by immunoassays.

The development of these devices has been a slow process. One of the major problems for their
development is that compounds with different structures and properties are screened in a solution
phase, and individual reactions need to be isolated in wells. When reactions are reduced to
microarray size, no automatic liquid handling system can process these reactions individually,
separately and sequentially if each reaction is still kept in a solution phase. Therefore, chemical
microarray technology, which directly links chemicals to the chip surface, was introduced 9.
However, compared with DNA and protein microarray technologies, no general linking chemistry
can be established to immobilize compounds having different structures and functional groups on
the same chip surface. To avoid the potential complicated immobilization process, microarrays
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with dry compounds have been developed. This technology can deposit any chemical compound
library on the same chip surface in a dry form. However, different compounds possessing different
dissolution rates can create problems with reaction uniformity and endpoint data comparison.
Given that there are > 1040 potential low molecular weight chemical compounds available in
theory, one might imagine that many difficulties could be encountered with the approaches outlined
above. To avoid these problems, a new solution-phase chemical compound microarray has been
created. In this format each compound is individually arrayed on a glass surface - with a reaction
buffer containing a low concentration of glycerol to prevent evaporation. Therefore, as in
conventional well-based screening, the chemical compounds and biological targets are always in
reaction solutions, which are activated with biological targets by delivering analytes using noncontact deposition technology. With this approach all compounds and peptide libraries can be
microarrayed, and activated by biological targets in the form of pure protein or cell lysate. By
performing assays in solution, the enzyme reaction can be performed in a more native-like
environment, and the proteins will retain their native structure and activity. Each microarray spot
acts as an individual reaction center. Since reactions take place in homogeneous environments, it is
possible to extract kinetic parameters such as K m, Vmax, and kcat. In fact, these microarray-generated
parameters were quantitatively similar to those derived from well-based assays. Furthermore,
taking advantage of miniaturization pays off in larger scale HTS: the total cost of microarray-based
reactions could be significantly reduced compared with standard low volume 384-well-based
assays10.
1.1.2 Protein microarrays
Protein microarrays are devices realized by arraying proteins onto a surface; they have emerged as
a promising approach for a wide variety of applications including the study of protein-protein,
protein-small molecule, enzyme-substrate, and antibody-antigen interactions11.
Three types of protein microarrays are currently used to study the biochemical activities of
proteins: analytical microarrays, functional microarrays, and reverse phase microarrays. Analytical
microarrays are typically used to profile a complex mixture of proteins in order to measure binding
affinities and protein expression levels of the proteins in the mixture. In this technique, a library of
antibodies, aptamers, or affibodies is arrayed on a glass microscope slide. The array is then probed
with a protein solution. Antibody microarrays are the most common analytical microarray and can
be used to monitor differential expression profiles and for clinical diagnostics. Functional protein
microarrays are different from analytical arrays and are composed of arrays containing full-length
functional proteins or protein domains. These protein chips are used to study the biochemical
activities of an entire proteome in a single experiment. They are used to study numerous protein
interactions, such as protein-protein, protein-DNA, and protein-RNA interactions. A third type of
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protein microarray, related to analytical microarrays, is known as a reverse phase protein
microarray (RPA). In RPA, cells are isolated from various tissues of interest and are lysed. The
lysate is arrayed onto a nitrocellulose slide using a contact pin microarrayer. The slides are then
probed with antibodies against the target protein of interest, and the antibodies are typically
detected with chemiluminescent, fluorescent, or colorimetric assays. Reference peptides are printed
on the slides to allow for protein quantification of the sample lysates.

Figure 1.3: Representative samples of the different assays performed on functional protein
microarrays are shown. Proteins are immobilized at high spatial density onto a surface. While Cy5
is the fluorophore shown, many other fluorophores can be used for detection12.
The ability of protein biochips for identification and characterization of entire interconnecting
protein pathways and networks in cells gives the possibility to expand the comprehension of
physiological processes and essential diseases mechanisms so leading to the rational and speed
identification of new drugs and drug targets. The critical need for more rapid identification of novel
drug targets, and for obtaining high-quality information early in the target validation process is a
major driver for the pharmaceutic industry. This technology could become a fundamental tool for
the analysis of cell physiology as a set of linked networks and has the potential to lead to a
systematic approach that is capable of assessing rapidly and in parallel the state of each component
in the network.
Compared to DNA microarrays, protein array technologies have additional challenges with the
image analysis, primarily due to both low signal-to-noise ratio and limited number of abundant
protein signal spots to align grids. A protein array image usually consists of one or multiple blocks
of arrays.
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The variety of array formats, spot shapes, and intensity profiles makes it quite challenging to
extract spot signal correctly. In addition, the different substrates, printing mechanisms and
protocols, staining/blocking processes, and broad applications result in varied kinds of complex
images which make it difficult to develop an algorithm to be applied to all scenarios.
Proteome microarrays are an excellent way to discover drug targets. The rate of drug development
can be accelerated by screening potential drug candidates against their putative protein targets,
while at the same time, ensuring that the candidates exhibit no cross-reactivity with secondary
proteins.
Microarrays can be used for screening small molecule binders to protein targets while
simultaneously analysing its binding to other cellular proteins that may be structurally and
functionally related to the protein of interest. Entire proteomes printed on a chip can be probed with
small molecules in one experiment to discover interactions. Fundamental issues in protein chips
fabrication are: substrate surface preparation, protein handling, detection methods and data
acquisition.
Proteins can be attached to various kinds of surfaces via diffusion, adsorption/absorption, covalent
bonding and affinity interactions (Fig.1.4).

Figure 1.4: Comparison of protein attachment methods. Except from affinity attachment, proteins
are usually laid on the surface in a random fashion, which may alter their native conformation,
reducing their biological activity, or make them inaccessible to probes13.
Protein diffusion in 3D gels and agarose thin films is a methodology with high binding capacity
without requiring protein modification. However, gel fabrication can be quite tough and expensive.
Protein adsorption/absorption is used with surfaces which have a high inherent binding energy to
proteins in general. The most common of these substrates are hydrophobic plastics such as
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polystyrene, to which most proteins physically adsorb by van der Waals, hydrophobic and
hydrogen-bonding interactions. This type of physical adsorption is used to immobilize “capture
antibodies” in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA). This immobilization is very simple
to perform, because it does not require any modification of the protein for its attachment to the
surface. The disadvantage is that proteins can be inactivated because of surface-induced
denaturation and steric occlusion.
Protein covalent linking to surfaces is the most used protein attachment method for protein
biochips. The immobilization procedure must be optimized to obtain the maximum surface
coverage preventing the biological molecule denaturation and/or the loss of its specific properties,
e.g., for an enzyme its enzymatic activity. The surface-linked protein must be oriented on the
surface such that the active site or binding site faces away from the protein thin film and can
therefore interact optimally with proteins in the biological sample. This is most easily achieved
when using recombinant proteins, in which amino-, carboxy- or His-tag terminal tags are
introduced to realize highly specific affinity interactions. Proteins fused with a high-affinity tag at
their amino or carboxy terminus are linked to the surface via this tag, and hence, all of the attached
proteins should orient uniformly away from the surface. For non recombinant proteins, one must
take advantage of existing functional groups on the protein, as for example the amino or hydroxyl
groups. For silicon dioxide surfaces, for example, a bifunctional silane crosslinker is used to form a
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) which possesses one functional group that reacts with hydroxyl
surface groups, and another free one that can either react with primary amine groups of proteins or
can be used to react with a liker molecule which is reactive towards primary amine groups of
protein.
1.1.3 Detection methods
Fluorescent dyes are the most prevalent methods for detecting binding of proteins on microarrays,
although chemiluminescence and colorimetric methods are alternative ways whose use is
increasing. Fluorescence detection methods are generally the preferred methodology in research
lab, because they are simple, safe, extremely sensitive and can have very high resolution12. The
most used fluorescent dyes include Cy3 and Cy5, the same dyes that have found application in
DNA arrays. However, the expensive instrumentations required for fluorescence methods, such as
laser confocal microarray scanner have limited the wide applications of DNA and protein
microarray technologies, especially in clinical diagnosis. Chemiluminescence has been used for
detecting antigen binding on microarrays using biotinylated secondary antibodies in conjunction
with Streptavidin-conjugated peroxidase. Colorimetric-based detection methods are attractive
because the experimental setups are relatively low-cost and simple. Colorimetric detections can be
carried out with inexpensive imaging equipment such as a CCD camera and a computer software
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for data analysis. While these aspects are beneficial because they drastically reduce the cost and
procedural complexity of the experimental setup, colorimetric methods sometimes suffer from
lower detection limits, respect to fluorescence methods. Liang et al. have used a colorimetric
nanogold probe coupled with silver enhancement (gold–silver detection) to produce black image of
microarray spots, which can be easily detected with a commercial CCD camera. In order to study
the kinetics of biomolecular interactions, however, real-time detection methods will be useful.
Capture agents binding of protein analytes in a sample is detected by scanning the array, using
either a scanning confocal laser or a charged coupled device (CCD) camera-based reader. Once the
array image has been captured, computer software is used to obtain background corrected intensity
values of each of the spots after gridding the elements of the array. Background signal can be
measured in a local (area around individual spots) or global (area outside of the grid) way. Next, a
set of corrections (normalization) are usually defined to account for factors such as variation in
sample quality, sample labeling, and other sources of systematic and biological variation which
may be reflected in the raw data produced. The method used for normalization is a critical choice,
one which can impact efforts to compare accuracy and precision between different arrays.

1.2 Patterning Methodologies
The success of microarray technology in genomic and proteomic research has given new impetus to
miniaturization methods that facilitate evaluation of a large number of chemical structures against
hundreds of biological targets. Key parameters include the number of different probe sites (spots)
per unit area and the number of probe molecules per unit area within an individual probe site (the
molecular density per each spot). The probe sites and their spacing should be as small as possible in
order to get high-density array, while allowing efficient molecular recognition.
According to spot formation techniques, methods are classified as “contact printing” and “non
contact printing”14. Contact printing is a widely used technology, comprising methods such as
contact pin printing and microstamping. These methods are reproducible and require little
maintenance, but have low-throughput array fabrication. Non-contact printing techniques are newer
methodologies, and comprise photochemistry based methods, laser writing, electrospray
deposition, and inkjet technologies. Microarray fabrication is a biological fluid dispensing process.
Drops of biological solutions are deposited in an addressable arrangement of spots on a substrate
surface. The spots must be homogeneous and dense, yet spatially discrete. Any patterning
technique should minimize cost and the required volume of solution, while preventing solution
contamination and biomolecular damage.
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1.2.1 Contact printing
Contact printing techniques are quite diffused in microarray technology. Tipical micropatterning
methods are contact Pin Printing and Microstamping. There exist still poor developed nanoscale
contact patterning methodologies such as Dip Pen Nanolithography and Nanoscale Dispensing by
hollow tips.
Pin Printing
Pin printing is the most used biopatterning technique and it was also the first one to be
introduced15. The uniformity in spot formation depends on sample viscosity, pin surface properties
and substrate properties. Spot dimensions depend on the print velocity, on the solution surface
tension and on the solution wettability on the substrate surface. Pin is realized using metals or
silicon.
There exist two pin printing typologies: solid pin printing and split pin printing (Fig. 1.5 and 1.6).

Figure 1.5: Solid pin printing process. (a) Pin is immersed in the sample solution to load the
sample to the pin (b) The pin contacts substrate surface to dispense the sample.14

Figure 1.6: Split pin printing process. (a) Split pin (ink stamp) is loaded with solution from well
plate by capillary force action. (b) Multiple spot printing with a single load.14
In solid pin printing, pin is immersed in the sample solution to load the sample to the pin. The pin
contacts substrate surface to dispense the sample. The procedure is quite easy but several timeconsuming sample reloads are needed in order to realize a single microarray.
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In split pin printing, pins are loaded with solution from well plate by capillary force action into the
pins microchannels (their diameter ranges between 10-100 mm). As surface tension forces
dominate over inertial forces at the microscale, the gravity effect is negligible. When the pin
touches a substrate surface, picoliter-nanoliter volumes of fluid are transferred onto the surface. To
overcome surface tension and drive the fluid onto the tip during deposition, the pin is accelerated
and then decelerated as it strikes the surface. Because of the pin-substrate contact, the pin tends to
degradate after several prints. When a pin is used to print multiple solutions, it must be washed and
cleaned to avoid cross contamination. The load-print-wash process is repeated until the desired
number of biological spots is printed on the substrate surface. Notwithstanding pin printing being
the most known array fabrication methodology, it is a tedious and time-consuming process.
Microstamping
An alternative to pin printing is microstamping (Fig. 1.7). With microstamps, hundreds of spots are
printed in parallel, enabling high-throughput microarray fabrication16. The microstamping process
is simple and cheap: a sample is first adsorbed on the patterned surface of a stamp and then
transferred to a substrate by physical contact. In order to obtain good contact, microstamps are
generally made from elastomeric materials, such as poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which
conform to surface roughness under an applied load. Mold masters are fabricated by
photolithography to define a pattern of the stamp. Then, an uncured liquid elastomer (e.g., PDMS)
is cast on the master. After curing, the stamp is released from the master. One limitation of
elastomeric microstamp fabrication procedure is the necessity of using photolithography and clean
room facilities to form the stamp molds. A problem of microstamping is that the amount of sample
transferred from the stamp to the substrate is not well controlled and depends on both surface and
sample properties. Additionally, for the same amount of printed sample, microstamping requires
larger initial sample volumes, as only a small amount of solution in a well is adsorbed onto the
stamp surface, and only a small fraction of the adsorbed solution is transferred from the stamp to
the substrate, due to strong non-specific adsorption to the hydrophobic stamp material. Likewise, if
microstamps are to be reused, the washing process is more tedious than for pins because of nonspecific adsorption.

Figure 1.7: Microstamping process14.
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Dip Pen Nanolithography
An extension of the pen concept to micro- and nanoscale cantilevers is direct write Dip Pen
Nanolithography (DPN). In the DPN process, molecular inks coated on an AFM tip are transferred
to a substrate, while the tip is moved along a surface17. Features size less than 15 nm can be
realized by molecular self-assembly of the ink on the substrate. Espinosa and coworkers have
demonstrated a novel microfluidic AFM probe called the nanofountain probe (NFP) which has sub100 nm patterning capability. It consists of a hollow tip, integrated microchannels and on-chip
reservoir. When an ink is fed into the reservoir, it is driven by capillary action through the
microchannel of the tip to form a liquid-air interface around the tip core. Molecules are transferred
by diffusion from the interface to a substrate and a water meniscus is formed by capillary
condensation.
Dip pen nanolithography is discussed in details in the next chapter.
Nanoscale dispensing system (NADIS)
Biological dispensing at the nanoscale can be achieved by modifying a commercially available
AFM probe. By using focused ion beam (FIB) milling, it has been possible to open a nanoscale
aperture at the tip apex to make a loading area for the liquid. Upon contact with the surface,
incredibly small volume (few tens of zeptoliters) of the liquid at the end of the cantilever is directly
transferred to the surface in an event typically requiring less than 1 ms. Capillary fluid flow
instantly replenishes the volume at the gap, and the device is ready to write the next feature 18.
Compared to DPN, NADIS provides a more versatile technique since (i) a single cantilever can
carry a volume equivalent to typically millions of spots, (ii) it can deposit any soluble molecule,
and (iii) the liquid transfer is entirely controlled by aperture size and surface energies.
1.2.2 Non contact printing
Contact printing methods include several techniques, but all involving contact between the
substrate surface and a stamp or pin. In contrast, in non contact printing, there is no physical
contact between the printing device and the surface. These methods vary considerably from
photochemistry-based methods to laser writing to fluid droplet dispensing. There are two main
advantages to non-contact printing: reduced contamination and higher throughput.
Since the printing device and the substrate never experience physical contact, the possibility of
contamination is greatly reduced and the need to constantly clean the printing device between uses
is eliminated. Furthermore, non-contact printing methods hold the greatest potential for increasing
microarray fabrication throughput, because many non-contact methods deposit solutions in parallel,
allowing entire arrays to be produced simultaneously.
Among non contact printing techniques, the most useful ones are: photochemistry-based printing,
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electro-printing, laser writing and droplet dispensing. The first methodology is commonly
employed in high-throughput DNA microarrays fabrication. The main drawback is the risk of
biomolecular denaturation due to the involved photochemical stresses.
The second and the third methods are not so commonly employed. Instead, droplet dispensing
seems to be the best way to realize biomolecular arrays. It can be classified into three types: motion
controlled pin printing, electrospray deposition (ESD), and inkjet printing. Among these, the most
promising one is inkjet printing because it offers the advantage of straightforward, high-speed, high
throughput fabrication process without the use of masks, stamps or other costly and timeconsuming conventional processing equipment. This technique deals with the generation of a
pressure pulse within a confined liquid leading to the ejection of a drop from a micrometric orifice.
The drop will finally hit the surface of a convenient substrate. This non contact patterning
methodology will be discussed in details in the next chapter.
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II General Part
2 Biopatterning Fabrication Methodologies
This chapter presents the state of the art in the field of bioarray fabrication methods, especially
focusing on the solution-based approaches. Specifically, Inkjet printing and Dip Pen
Nanolithography (DPN) techniques are described in detail. In particular, as far as the ink-jet
printing is concerned, details on the piezoelectric technology for biological array fabrication,
mechanisms of droplet formation and impact on hard and soft surfaces are provided. As to the Dip
Pen Nanolithography, writing mechanism is analyzed focusing on the difference between diffusive
and liquid ink depositions. Evolution in high-throughput patterning by employing 1D and 2D pen
arrays are also presented.

2.1 Inkjet Printing
Inkjet printing is a flexible, gentle and robust micropatterning technique featured with rapidity and
cost-effectiveness, not requiring the use of masks, stamps or other costly and time-consuming
conventional processing equipment1,2. Inkjet printing has been implemented in many different
designs and has a wide range of potential applications: fundamentally, inkjet printing is divided
into the continuous and the drop-on-demand inkjet methods. The latter is the most popular, in
which a series of electrical signals is employed to control the actuation at the moment of drop
ejection. Depending on the mechanism used in the drop formation process, the technology can be
categorized into four major methods: thermal, piezoelectric, electrostatic, and acoustic inkjet. Most,
of the drop-on-demand inkjet printers use either the thermal or piezoelectric principle3. However,
for Life Science applications thermal inkjet mode is not the best choice because of the heat stress
that would affect printed bio-materials; then piezoelectric dispensing remains the most used
method4,5.

2.2 Piezoelectric Inkjet Printing
Piezoelectric inkjet printing is a thermally constant process that is carried out at a constant
temperature. The piezoelectric print-head consists of a piezoelectric transducer, nozzles, manifolds,
ink pumping, chambers, and fluid inlet passages. When a voltage is applied to a piezoelectric
transducer, typically lead zirconate titanate (PZT), the transducer deforms and creates mechanical
vibrations. The electric signal applied to the piezoelectric is called waveform: a complex pattern of
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electrical impulses consisting in a series of square waves. Each square wave is characterized by a
voltage value Vi, a time interval ti and a slope pi. The absolute value of the voltage is correlated to
the entity of the compression inside the fluid chamber. The slope is correlated to the compression
rate, while the time interval is correlated to the time the piezoelectric transducer remains in a
defined position. These vibrations create acoustic waves, which in turn force ink out of the
chamber through the nozzle. Piezoelectric print heads (Fig. 2.1) are categorized based on the
deformation mode of the transducer in squeeze mode (a), bend mode (b), push mode (c), or shear
mode (d).

Figure 2.1: Piezoelectric drop-on-demand technologies3.
The volume of the emitted droplet is in relation to the nozzle size typically lying in the picoliter to
nanoliter range. During droplet formation, energy is distributed between viscous flow, the drop
surface tension, and the drop kinetic energy. In turn, this leads to a liquid jet resolving into a
droplet hitting the substrate surface. Unlike other patterning methods, ink-jet printing has the great
advantage to allow precise and controlled parallel deposition of small volumes (typically picoliter
to nanoliter range) of multiple biological materials using independent jets (i.e. independent
controlled micro-channels) on almost any possible type of substrates solid, gel, liquid surfaces
being a contactless in nature. Moreover, the hardware integration with automated translation stages
enable precise pattern placement and registration for preparing multilayer patterns with different
printed biomaterials. Several papers report on the realization of multiplexed arrays via
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piezodispensing nanoliter to picoliter droplets for realizing accurate biomolecular assays involving
DNA hybridization on functionalized surfaces6,7 and characterize interactions involving delicate
proteins: in particular MacBeath set up a high throughput microarray-based strategy for measuring
the equilibrium dissociation constant of different recombinant PDZ domains for fluorescently
labelled peptides8,9. M.S. Hasenbank et al.10 showed multi-protein patterning ink-jet printing for
setting-up a biosensor assay.
The method involved a two sequential patterning steps, consisting in the initial deposition onto
gold-coated surface of a mixed thiol layer (BAT/PEG thiol solution) to provide oriented binding
capabilities in a non-fouling background and a second deposition of multiple biotinylated proteins
(b-HRP and b-BSA). Antibodies specific to each of the two proteins were introduced in a
development step in the SPR microscope in order to execute detection. Highly specific binding of
the antibodies to the immobilized proteins was observed. In addition, Sukumaran et al. showed the
advantage given by the combination of enzyme encapsulation techniques in alginate and
microarraying methods for an integrated screening platform for CYP450
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while Lee et. al

prepared a miniaturized 3D cell-culture array for high-throughput toxicity screening of drug
candidates and their cytochrome P450-generated metabolites12.
Together with heterophase assays, piezo inkjet droplet formation enables droplet microarray
fabrication: an innovative technique that permits to conduct enzymatic assays in liquid droplets.
Accordingly, this approach was firstly developed by Gosalia et al. 13 who arrayed chemical
compounds inside nanoliter droplets of glycerol and by aerosol deposition, added reagents and
water to assemble different multiple biochemical reactions without requiring chemical linkage of
the protein to the surface. They were able to execute kinetic profiling of protease mixtures,
protease-substrate interactions and high throughput reactions showing the suitability of the method
by the identification of an inhibitor of caspases 2, 4 and 6. Based on this approach, Mugherli et al.
set-up a robust microarray platform in which multiple reactions are conducted in piezo deposited
nanoliter droplets maintained on a glass slide for the in situ preparation of derivatives of thousands
of derivatives of phenylboronic acid and their successive activity screening on the NS3/4A protease
of the hepatitis C virus14 and, in a subsequent paper they were able to identificate new type
of fluorescent pharmacophores by multicomponent reactions using combinatorial synthesis and
screening of chemical libraries in droplet microarrays15.
In particular, the assembly by a multicomponent reaction is a unique potential for synthesizing
thousands of structurally different fluorescent molecules. Since they are based upon a druglike
scaffold, these fluorophores maintain their molecular recognition potential and, thus their
suitability as bioimaging probes. Despite its simplicity, inkjet printing deposition has some
drawbacks. Nozzles tendency to produce undesirable satellite droplets that contaminate
surrounding spots and thus, reduce printing resolution. In addition, it is difficult to completely flush
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printing nozzles before a new solution is loaded. This problem is more serious in piezoelectric
printers since the nozzle is separated from the ink reservoir and all linking channels must be
flushed clean. In addition, droplets experience high shear rates while passing through the nozzle
and impacting the substrate surface: under these shear rates, there is a risk of denaturing
biomolecules in the solution16. Accordingly, for achieving high resolution and good morphology
spots and avoid the formation of undesirable satellites together with the primary droplet, its
rheological properties have to be optimized being those of typical biological solutions (that have
low viscosities and high surface tensions), with the addition of viscous, surfactant and biocompatible additives in the buffer solution. In this sense, it has been shown that additives like
glycerol can increase fluid viscosity at a sufficient level in order to permit satellites free droplet
formation and retaining of the biological activity17.
The main stages of drop-on-demand drop formation are ejection and stretching of liquid, pinch-off
of liquid thread from the nozzle exit, contraction of liquid thread, breakup of liquid thread into
primary drops and satellites, and recombination of primary drop and satellites. The final phase of
the process consists in the impact of the ejected droplet towards the substrate.
2.2.1 Droplet formation and ejection
When the piezoelectric transducer expands, liquid in the nozzle is accelerated and pushed out of the
nozzle orifice. Initially, the meniscus extends outward until a liquid column with a round leading
edge is formed. After a short time, the liquid flow rate from the nozzle decreases. The speed of
liquid at the nozzle exit falls until no additional liquid flows into the column. The volume of the
liquid column remains constant, and the inertia of the liquid extends the column: during the
stretching of the liquid column, the liquid at the tail necks. This necking position remains at the
nozzle exit, and the radius of the liquid thread here continuously thins. Finally, the tail of the liquid
thread pinches off from the nozzle exit, creating a free liquid thread with a bulbous head. The time
required for the ejected fluid to stretch and then pinches off from the nozzle exit is called pinch-off
time. Subsequently, recoil of the free liquid thread occurs because pressure is high in the tail tip at
pinch-off so that the tail recoils toward the head of the drop. During the shrinkage of the liquid
thread, the liquid thread tends to break up into two parts, a primary drop and a free secondary and
unsymmetrical liquid threads that may shrink into a smaller drop or satellite, or break up into two
or more parts. So the breakup of the free liquid thread leads to the generation of a primary drop and
satellite(s)18. During the contraction of the liquid thread after it has pinched o from the nozzle, two
modes of breakup are possible: end-pinching where the liquid thread pinches off from an almost
spherical head, and multiple breakups of the liquid thread due to capillary waves. The evolution of
the liquid thread depends on the length of the liquid thread at pinch-off, which increases with
voltage. For the shorter water threads, a capillary wave is not observed, and satellite formation
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results from end-pinching.
For longer water threads, a wave-like instability typically occurs along the thread. As the amplitude
of the capillary wave increases, the liquid thread breaks up at several locations at slightly different
times, forming several satellites. The longer the liquid thread, the more satellites are formed.
Multiple breakups evolving from the wave-like instabilities complicate the printing performance
due to the generation of satellites and are unfavorable for drop-on-demand formation. Multiple
breakups
and end-pinching both originate from the growth of disturbances along the liquid thread. Using the
results from the linear instability analysis, it is possible to derive the following equation that
permits to quantify the pinch off time:

where C = ln(Rnoz / εmax) and tca = (ρR3 noz / γ)1/2 is referred to as the capillary time. αmax is the fastest
temporal growth rate of the disturbance along the surface of the thread. εmax is the (typically
unknown) initial amplitude of the disturbance corresponding to α*max . This is the expression for
α*max:

where Oh is the Ohnesoger number (Oh = μ/(ρσD1/2), (μ, ρ, σ are respectively dynamic viscosity,
density and surface tension of the printed liquid), and x2max = 1/(2+√18 Oh). According to these
equations, the breakup time of a liquid thread should only depend on the capillary time and α*max.
The Ci coefficients can be associated to the breakup times. These coefficients are defined as
follows:

In this expression, the ejection time te is subtracted from the breakup time because typically little
stretching occurs in the ejected liquid during the ejection stage, as the ratio of the surface area to
volume of the ejected liquid is almost constant during the ejection-stage. C1 (the first breakup)
refers to tb1, the time required for the pinch-o of the liquid thread, while C2 (the second breakup)
refers to the end-pinching. After the liquid snaps o from the nozzle exit and becomes a free- flying
thread, the thread tail recoils rapidly under the action of the surface tension.
The expression for retraction speed is given by this equation:
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where r0 is the radius of the liquid thread. Being the radius of the liquid thread scaled by the radius
of the nozzle, Rnoz, then

where a is a constant and vca = (Rnoz)1/2, referred to as the capillary speed. The evolution of the freeflying liquid thread depends on the liquid and driving voltage. If the driving voltage is sufficiently
low, no satellites are formed. At higher voltages, the breakup of the free-flying liquid thread
occurs, and satellites form.
2.2.2 Droplet impact on solid and liquid surfaces
Droplet impact phenomena considerably differ in function of the aggregation state of the receiving
surface, being it solid or liquid. The main dimensionless groups governing drop impact here
employed for the discussion are the Weber number We, the Ohnesorge number Oh and the
Reynolds number Re 19:
We = (ρD0 (U0)2)/σ,
Oh = μ/(ρσD1/2)
Re = √𝑊𝑒/Oh
where ρ is the density of the fluid, D0 and U0, respectively, are the diameter and the velocity of the
droplet before impact, μ is the dynamic viscosity and σ is the fluids surface tension. The typical
operating regime for ink-jet printing operation is characterized by high Reynolds numbers (O(10) <
Re < O(103)) and intermediate to high Weber number (O(1) < We < O(102)).
The Weber and Reynolds numbers for the droplet generation process are equal to those of the
impact process. In order to obtain sufficient ballistic accuracy of a droplet, the Weber number of
droplet generation should be typically We > ~ 1, while the integrity of the droplet determinates an
upper limit on the Weber number. In other words, excessively slow jetting drops could lead to an
inaccurate trajectory, while a high drop speed may lead to the formation of undesirable tails along
with drop satellites. The piezo-acustic generation mechanism must have Re > ~ 1 in order to
prevent excessive viscous damping, while the need for some damping of the fluid after droplet
generation puts un upper bound on the Reynolds number20.
The impact of the droplet on a solid substrate can be subdivided in three phases 20. In the initial
impact phase, the droplet hits the substrate with air bubbles entering inside the droplet at the very
moment of impact. In second phase, the radial extent of the droplet-substrate interface becomes of
the order of magnitude of the initial droplet radius and there is a rapid radial fluid flow in which a
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blob of fluid is formed near the contact line. After the fluid has reached its maximum radial extent,
oscillations set in after a rebound in which the droplet remains intact as one volume. In the case of
high-contact angle surfaces and large Weber numbers, the droplet can move beyond its equilibrium
advancing contact angle. When the droplet has low speed (We < 1), the droplet deforms as a whole
and flattens somewhat, already during the first stage of impact - this behaviour being explained by
considering capillary force as the important driving mechanism for spreading. For these impacts,
the time scales for capillary-driven spreading and deformation of the whole droplet are the same.
The final radius becomes larger for experiments with a larger Weber number and is a function of
the surface contact angle. At high Weber numbers (We > 8), in the first stage of impact the upper
part of the droplet remains undisturbed. Then for high speed impacts, the time scale for spreading
R0/U0 becomes considerably smaller than the time scale for deformation of the droplet by surface
tension. In the third phase, the fluids come to rest in a process of rebound followed by inertial
oscillations, damped by viscous dissipation. A high amount of the initial energy in the droplet
before spreading is dissipated by viscosity through the oscillations. The value of the final radius
can be calculated by considering an energy balance based on surface energy, kinetic energy, and
viscous dissipation in the following form:

where Rf is the final radius after impact has completed, fs is the ratio of the fluid-vapor surface and
the fluid-solid surface, and ΔEu is the dissipated energy in the impact process by viscosity, σls and
σsv are the surface energies of the liquid-solid and solid-vapour interfaces, respectively.
After impact, the fluid flow velocity is zero and the droplet has taken the shape of a spherical cap
with contact angle θ, which can take values between the equilibrium advancing contact angle θadv
and the receding contact angle θrec. A special case is constituted by the impact of a droplet on a
porous substrate: in this case, the liquid in the droplet is imbibed due to capillary suction in an
initially dry and undeformed substrate: then deformation of the substrate occurs as the liquid fills
the pore space.
The drop impact on a liquid surface is a slightly more complicated case; a good review dealing
with the physics underneath is the one of Anderson21. Briefly, a fundamental parameter for the
impact on a liquid surface is the droplet velocity. At low impact velocities (10 -2 - 1 m/s) practically
no rim is visible, and the droplet is simply deposited on the liquid film. At velocities of the order of
1-30 m/s, the motion initiated by the drop is virtually unconstrained and capable of pushing apart a
significant liquid mass under the impact site (conditions of droplet spreading): the drop takes the
shape of lamellae with a visible outer rim. At higher impact velocities (conditions of droplet
splashing), the lamellae take the shape of crowns consisting of a thin liquid sheet with an unstable
free rim at the top, from which numerous small secondary droplets are ejected. The threshold for a
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droplet splashing in a train of frequency f is given this expression:

where π, ν and σ denote liquid density, kinematic viscosity, and surface tension, respectively. Drop
spreading occurs at the impact velocities V0 < V0S, whereas at V0 > V0S splashing and formation of
a crown and multiple secondary droplets occur. Following the impact, mixing between the droplet
and the liquid surface occurs: this phenomenology is strictly dependent upon the molecular
diffusion in liquids and then, assuming Brownian motion (x2 = 2D•τ, where x is the distance
traveled, D is the coefficient of diffusion, and is τ is the time), it depends upon the dimension - and
then the volume - of the considered droplet. For example, a small molecule like fluorescein needs
about 36 s to diffuse across 215 µm (that is a 10 nL droplet), but only 3.6 ms for diffusing on a 2.15
µm droplet (10 fL volume)22.

2.3 Nano tip printing technique: Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN)
Nano Tip printing techniques are an ensemble of methodologies that permit to achieve submicron
resolution, high spot density and more complex arrays, being initially developed from the atomic
force microscope (AFM), the master tool for nanoscale investigation of materials surfaces. These
methods are able either to perform adding process of molecules to a substrate - i.e. Dip Pen
Nanolithography - or removing self-assembled molecules nanoshaving.
Nanoshaving is a destructive method, thus not allowing direct multiple features patterning, but it
can be adapted by using careful experimental procedures. Accordingly, Tinazli et al. 23 set-up a
proof-of-concept double protein nanopattern experiment: they developed a write, read and erase
method in which uniformly oriented His-tagged proteins immobilized on a NTA-functionalized
(i.e. oligoethylene alkyl thiols with nickel-N-nitrilotriacetic acid moieties) surfaces are removed
with an AFM tip in contact oscillation mode and replaced simultaneously or sequentially with other
His-tagged proteins. The above presented methods enable multiplexing, but they are quite laborious
and not robust enough for high-throughput biological applications.
Introduced by Mirkin et al. in 1999
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, Dip Pen Nanolithography is a powerful atomic force

microscope based constructive patterning technique that permits to fabricate nano- and micro- scale
patterns in ambient conditions along with high registration and recently high-throughput
capabilities. Dip pen nanolithography enables the realization of devices as diverse as nano-scale
electronic circuits, chemical sensors, micro- nano- arrays of organic and biological molecules for
cell biology studies and so forth. The method is based on the ink transportation from an ink-coated
AFM tip to a receiving surface. Two possible deposition mechanisms exist diffusive or liquid. In
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the diffusive regime, the tip is dipped into the ink solution with subsequent solvent evaporation
leading to molecules coated on the DPN tip to be deposited on the surface substrate by the naturally
occurring water meniscus at the interface with the receiving surface (Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of DPN for molecular inks. A water meniscus forms between
the AFM tip, coated with the organic molecule ODT, and the Au substrate. The dimension of the
meniscus is controlled by relative humidity affecting the molecular transport rate and the lateral
resolution24.
The ink deposition rate is then directly function of the molecular diffusion rate, which is moleculespecific; this feature complicating the implementation of multiplexed-patterning25 [28]. Moreover,
the patterned feature size depends on temperature, relative humidity, tip/surface dwell-time,
ranging from micro- till nano- scale (< 100 nm). Specifically, the molecular or liquid aggregation
state of the ink gives rise to significant changes in deposition mechanism. In the present section, the
physical mechanisms involved in the DPN deposition process are discussed by summarizing the
experimental and theoretical results obtained so far.
2.3.1 Molecular inks
Molecular inks are composed of small molecules coated onto a DPN tip and are dispensed to the
surface through a water meniscus that forms naturally when the tip is brought in contact to the
surface. Molecular dynamic simulations have also indicated the existence of such a nucleating
process. Also, a thin aqueous film (of the order of one or two molecular layers) is believed to
adhere on all surfaces under ambient conditions, which can also aid in the formation of a capillary
bridge.
On the other side, a liquid ink is a material that is always liquid at the deposition conditions. The
liquid deposition properties are determined by the surface energies of interactions between the
liquid and the tip, the liquid and the surface, and the viscosity of the liquid itself. The crucial point
for the transfer of material from a tip to a substrate is the formation of a liquid bridge (or meniscus)
between the tip and the sample due to the capillary condensation. This meniscus plays a
fundamental role since it forms the transfer path for the ink molecules. Its size increases with
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increasing humidity and by decreasing the distance between the tip and the sample. This point has
been estimated by computer simulations and confirmed by experiments of environmental scanning
electron microscopy as well as by STM. The shape of the meniscus is also influenced by the
hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of the substrate. In case of hydrophilic surface, the small contact
angle leads to a spreading of the meniscus, so providing a larger volume meniscus which is
beneficial for the material transfer. On hydrophobic surfaces, however, the contact area of the
meniscus is reduced, so limiting the cross section of the water bridge and then reducing the
material transfer. Double ink DPN experiments with MHA (hydrophilic) and ODT (hydrophobic)
were performed for verifying this process. Firstly, a dot pattern was produced with one molecular
ink. Afterwards, a second pattern was deposited on the top of the first one using the complementary
ink. For ODT the deposition rate was increased when patterning on top of the hydrophilic MHA as
compared to deposition on the bare gold substrate.
MHA patterning exactly showed the opposite trend, i.e. higher transfer rate on naked gold surface
as compared to on top of hydrophobic ODT.
The formation of the meniscus also has pronounced consequences on the tip-sample interactions
due to capillary forces that can determine tip abrasion leading to lager radii of curvature. This, in
turn changes the contact area and the size of the meniscus leading to changes in the ink transport
from the tip to the sample. A full theoretical approach, based on the experimental data has been
developed for estimating the amount of the force26. Custom made modification of the radius of
curvature by laser ablation allowed investigating the influence of the tip size on the deposition. A
sub-proportional increase in the deposition rate was observed for increasing size of the tip - for tips
showing radii between 40 and 500 nm - leading to larger feature sizes during the patterning
process. Assumed the meniscus to be the natural pathway for molecular ink deposition from the tip
to the surface, the material transfer itself depends upon several experimental parameters. As was
mentioned above, higher humidity leads to a larger meniscus. This feature can be quite
advantageous for transferring hydrophilic molecules (as MHA), while for hydrophobic inks (i.e.
ODT) there is no increase in the rate of diffusion to the surface. Instead, the transfer rate seems to
remain constant or even to decrease slightly with increasing humidity. This observation is
attributed to the dissociation of the ink molecules from the cantilever and their subsequent
dissolution in the meniscus fluid. For hydrophobic compounds however, this transition is not
favourable. Notwithstanding the dependence of the meniscus on the humidity, even under 0 %
relative humidity (i.e. nitrogen-purged atmosphere) a residual water layer is present on the surface27
which is enough for the formation of a meniscus, and deposition had in fact been carried out
successfully under these conditions. Since the material transport is based on desorption,
solubilisation and diffusion, a strong dependence on the temperature can be expected. Simulations
investigating the deposition of ODT during short contact times were performed: it was found that
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most of the transferred material comes from the ruptured meniscus. An increase in temperature
from 300 to 500 K led to an increase in the deposited amount by a factor of three. The transfer rate
also varies over the course of the experiment28 even if all environmental parameters are kept
constant.
The presence of ink already on the surface can slow the transport rate for additional ink. A further
consequence of this observation is that the exact nature of the substrate used for a particular DPN
experiment can affect the behaviour of the ink during patterning. Although DPN enables the
fabrication of nanopatterns of diverse chemical nature on a wide selection of substrates, the transfer
of material from the tip to the surface is successful if the choice of ink fits the substrate properties.
The main requirement in this respect is the similarity in the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the
involved materials. In order to improve this compatibility, use of a surfactant can be required for
the effective transport of molecules to the surface.
Studies on the transport of maleimide-linked biotin to mercaptosilane modified glass substrates
investigated the effect on deposition abilities of small amounts of Tween-20 (a non-ionic
surfactant) in the ink solution. The surfactant was found to decrease the contact angle with
increasing concentration, leading to a larger spreading of the meniscus and, hence, promoting the
transfer of the hydrophilic biotin derivative on the surface29. Once the ink molecule has been
transferred to the surface, surface diffusion will determine the material spreading and then the final
shape of the pattern. The diffusion can occur in two different ways, termed as serial pushing and
hopping down process. In the case of serial pushing mode, a newly transferred molecule will
displace a molecule that has been previously deposited, pushing it outward. This displacement
continues for other molecules till the pattern boundary is reached. In the case of hopping down, the
molecules that are transferred to the substrate are immediately bound strongly to the surface. New
molecules thus diffuse on the top of the first monolayer and then hop down to the substrate once
they reach the board of the patterned area, again becoming bound to the substrate. Commonly, a
mixture of these two processes will occur, the extent of the contribution of each of these
mechanism being determined by the molecule-substrate binding energy and the number of binding
sites: according to simulation, low binding energies will lead to fractally shaped structures,
intermediate energies will lead to patterns related to the substrate anisotropy whereas high binding
energies lead to circular shapes. The process of ink dispensing on surface depends on the specific
diffusion rate of the molecule, this complicating the deposition of different molecules 25, and hence,
preventing implementation of robust multiplex patterning processes.
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2.3.2 Liquid inks
A liquid ink is a material that is defined as always liquid at the deposition conditions. Molecules
are always dissolved in a liquid during the deposition conditions - this being advantageous
especially for patterning biomolecules as they would always remain in their natural hydrated state.
The deposition mechanism is function of the surface tension occurring between the liquid and the
tip, the liquid and the surface and the viscosity of the liquid24; these interactions finally determining
a lateral resolution in the micron range scale and not nanoscale. Viscosity is the crucial parameter
for the ink writing: higher viscosity leads to lower flow rate from the tip to the surface permitting to
pattern for a long time without need of re-inking the tips. Raising ink viscosity also permits to
decrease the written features dimensions (till about one micron) and, importantly, to increase the
number of spots, so allowing to pattern on large areas (mm2). Relative humidity affects the
meniscus size formed between tip and surface. Importantly, unlike molecular inks, multiplexed
depositions can be easily realized since the deposition rates are mainly governed by the liquid
properties and not by specific molecular diffusion: this significantly simplifying multiple features
patterning on the microscale resolution. In this way, the ink diffusion is molecule independent;
different molecules can be printed con temporarily producing same features sizes. Considering that
expensive, high-resolution technologies would be required to acquire data from nano-scale arrays,
since conventional fluorescence detectors have a resolution down to 1 μm, this method is already
able to fulfil the needs of accessible and easy-implementable multiplexed biological assays in array
format30. The liquid must not have an affinity to the surface that is neither too weak nor too strong.
If surface affinity is too weak, the deposition will not occur and if it is too strong, the liquid will
transfer from tip to surface as the tip immediately contacts the surface, resulting in uncontrollable
ink spreading. These interactions limit the minimum feature size of the liquid ink to about 1 μm,
depending on the contact angle of the liquid to the surface. The meniscus between the tip and the
surface is essentially composed of the actual liquid to deposit, and not by the water meniscus found
in the molecular diffusion mechanism of the diffusive ink-DPN.
Despite several basic studies concerning molecular ink are reported in literature, like for
instance27,31, as far as we know, there are no good comprehensive basic investigations regarding
liquid ink transfer mechanism. Thus far, successful control in liquid ink printing has been possible
through using additives such as glycerol, agarose and even hexane for PDMS polymer printing to
influence viscosity, wettability and the ink-surface interactions32–34. With the benefit of a solid
knowledge platform about liquid DPN printing mechanism, we can anticipate the liquid-ink
deposition to be the prime method of choice for enabling multi patterning biological molecules in
friendly conditions and at low cost in order to realize robust complex array devices. In the
following sections, a survey of the current state of the art DPN-based fabrication methods for
biological applications is presented.
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2.3.3 Serial multiplexed printing via single tips
Proof-of-concept multiple biomolecular printing by DPN in diffusive conditions has already been
shown in literature for single tips in a serial printing approach, notably a tedious procedure
suffering from intrinsic slowness and extremely low-throughput. Demers et al. used a DNA
diffusive ink (containing 90% dimethyformamide/10% water solution) coated on a 3-amino propyl
trimethoxysilane functionalized tip to produce covalently anchored arrays via DPN of modified
oligonucleotide sequences on metallic and insulating substrates35, showing the possibility to
execute double-feature DNA array. Figure 2.3a shows the epifluorescence image of two different
fluorophore-labeled sequences (Oregon Green 488-X and Texas Red-X) hybridized to the
respective complementary sequences deposited on SiOx.

Figure 2.3: a) serial patterning of two different DNA sequences hybridized to their complementary
fluorolabeled DNA sequences (Oregon Green 488-X and Texas Red-X) by single pen DPN on
SiOx35. b) dual protein array made up of IgG and then lysozyme features by serial deposition 36. c)
serial deposition of Antirabbit IgG (Alexa Fluor 594 -red) and antihuman IgG (Alexa Fluor 488 green) on silicon surfaces37.
As concerns protein printing, Lee et al.36 generated dual protein nanoarrays on gold surfaces by
serially generating rabbit IgG nanoarrays and then lysozime features in between the IgG spots (Fig.
2.3b). Importantly, they functionalized tip surface with a monolayer of PEG which prevents
adsorption of proteins on the reflective Au surface of the cantilever by soaking the gold-coated
cantilever in symmetric 11-mercapto-undecylpenta(ethylene glycol)disulphide (PEG). To prove the
biorecongnition properties of the IgG in the spots, the array was incubated with a solution
containing anti-rabbit IgG: a height increase due to the anti-rabbit IgG binding was observed only
on the rabbit IgG features and not on the lysozyme patterned areas. Lim et al. 37 employed a
modified AFM tip covered with 2-[methoxypoly(ethyleneoxy) propyl] trimethoxysilane (Si-PEG),
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that forms a biocompatible and hydrophilic layer, that was dipped in a buffer solution containing
the protein of interest with glycerol at 5% - this one to increase the hygroscopicity of the solution.
They showed multiple protein-ink capabilities by serially patterning two different fluorophorelabeled proteins, antirabbit IgG (Alexa Fluor 594) and antihuman IgG (Alexa Fluor 488) on an
aldehyde-derivatized surface (Fig. 2.3c). Recently, C. Xang et al. combined bias-assisted DPN with
aptamer-protein recognition (Aptamers are nucleic acids which are able to bind specifically to their
targets, which range from small organic molecules to proteins) to fabricate dual protein-protein
patterns38. Two different types of aptamber arrays to anchor PDGF-BB and thrombin were
successfully fabricated by two-step bias lithography and two-step assembling of thiolfunctionalized aptamers. Thanks to biorecognition between the two proteins (PDGF-BB and
thrombin) and the respective specific aptamers, a multicomponent protein pattern with two
different proteins was realized.
2.3.4 Hollow tip nanodispensing in multiplexing
Dip Pen Nanopatterning suffers from the limit of periodic ink refilling, both in liquid and diffusive
cases. In this sense, Hollow tip Nanodispensing, also called Nanofountain Probes (NFB) constitute
a natural evolution of DPN coat and write technique towards a continuous ink delivery mode in
contact mode. Liquid molecular inks stored in an on-chip reservoir are constantly fed through
integrated microchannels to apertured dispensing tips by capillary action, this allowing continuous
delivery either to a substrate. Like in liquid DPN, solutions are deposited in liquid state, with an
attainable lateral resolution consistently from the micrometer till the sub 100 nm scale. The
deposition mechanism can be interpreted as liquid diffusion
to the surface as in DPN, also if application of electric fields between the pen and the surface have
been show to permit a more consistent fluid dispensing via electrophoretic (EPF) or electroosmotic ow (EOF) as described by Loh et al.39. Consistent control of the spot size at the nanoscale
can be achieved by employing hollow AFM probes milled by focused ion beam lithography40 as
Kaisei et al. recently showed in depositing liquid droplets with a volume in zeptoliters scale by
applying an electric field between the liquid and a conductive surface 41. As already shown with
DPN, also nanofountain probes enable scalability to 1- and 2-D probe arrays for enhancing the
throughput. Moldovan et al. fabricated 1D nanofountain pens array with twelve cantilever probes
with microfluidic channels connecting two on-chip reservoirs (that can be filled with two different
inks) to volcano-shaped nanofountain pens42; in a recent evolution of this system, authors showed
the possibility, in principle, to dispense till four different biological inks - each of them inking six
pens39. As a perspective, NFP could be expanded to 2D arrays by optimization of suitable a
network of reservoirs and microchannels with the advantage that NFP cantilevers having
protruding tips that eliminate the need for tilting cantilevers against the substrate surface minimize
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the problems associated with 2D DPN probe alignment43.
Since microfluidics elements of NFP are enclosed, multiple inks can be used in adjacent channels
without cross contamination and negligible evaporation rates; however big issues derive from easy
pen clogging and difficult channel cleaning procedures. This methodology is still prone to
advancements and optimization; in fact, solving these hurdles, it could become a broad-applicable
liquid nanodeposition tool with applications in direct in vitro single cell injection44.
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3 Confocal Microscopy Detection
In this thesis complementary advanced methods based on fluorescence microscopy were employed.
These methods were used to quantitatively monitor molecular interactions within confined
environment simultaneously with morphological information. Fluorescence and Laser Scanning
Confocal Microscopy are briefly described together with Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy
here used to measure diffusion coefficient and molecular concentration at nanoscale and the
Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy here used to monitor molecular scale changes
occurring in model systems within confined environment.

3.1 Principles of Fluorescence
Fluorescence is the emission of light by molecules of particular species (fluorophores), after they
were excited by exposure to light of a different wavelength. The quantum mechanical processes
involved in fluorescence are illustrated by the Jablonski diagram1 (Fig. 3.1). The singlet ground,
first, and second electronic states are depicted by S0, S1, and S2, respectively. At each of these
electronic energy levels the fluorophores can exist in a number of vibrational energy levels,
depicted by 0, 1, 2, etc. In this Jablonski diagram a possible number of interactions are excluded,
such as quenching, energy transfer and solvent interactions. The transitions between states are
depicted as vertical lines to illustrate the instantaneous nature of light absorption. Transitions occur
in about 10-15 s, a time too short for significant displacement of nuclei, according to the FranckCondon principle.

Figure 3.1: A typical Jablonski diagram1.
Following light absorption, several processes usually occur. A fluorophore is usually excited to
some higher vibrational level of either S1 or S2. With a few rare exceptions, molecules in
condensed phases rapidly relax to the lowest vibrational level of S1. This process is called internal
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conversion and generally occurs within 10–12 s or less. Since fluorescence lifetimes are typically
near 10–8 s, internal conversion is generally complete prior to emission. Hence, fluorescence
emission generally results from a thermally equilibrated excited state, that is, the lowest energy
vibrational state of S1. Return to the ground state typically occurs to a higher excited vibrational
ground state level, which then quickly (10–12 s) reaches thermal equilibrium.
Molecules in the S1 state can also undergo a spin conversion to the first triplet state T1. Emission
from T1 is termed phosphorescence, and is generally shifted to longer wavelengths (lower energy)
relative to the fluorescence. Conversion of S1 to T1 is called intersystem crossing. Transition from
T1 to the singlet ground state is forbidden, and as a result the rate constants for triplet emission are
several orders of magnitude smaller than those for fluorescence.
Examination of the Jablonski diagram reveals that the energy of the emission is typically less than
that of absorption. Fluorescence typically occurs at lower energies or longer wavelengths. This
leads to distinct absorption and emission spectra separated by the Stokes shift. This is very
convenient for fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy, because the excitation light – if its
wavelength is chosen carefully – can be spectrally separated from the fluorescence emission by
optical filters, allowing even the detection of light from a single fluorophore.
In condensed phases, after absorption of a photon, almost all excited molecules rapidly relax to the
lowest vibrational level of the first excited state, from which they return to the ground state via:
nonradiative or radiative decay process. The radiative decay rate Γ depends on the electronic
properties of an isolated fluorophore. Molecular interactions, such as dynamic (or collisional)
quenching and FRET, are accounted for in the nonradiative decay rate knr.
Figure 3.2 is a simplified version of a Jablonski diagram that best represented the meanings of
quantum yield and lifetime, perhaps the most important characteristics of a fluorophore.

Figure 3.2: A simplified Jablonski diagram to illustrate the meaning of quantum yields and
lifetimes1.
The fluorescence quantum yield is the number of emitted photons relative to the number of
absorbed photons. The rate constants Γ and knr both depopulate the excited state. The fraction of
fluorophores that decay through emission, and hence the quantum yield, is given by:
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(3.1)
The quantum yield can be close to unity if the radiationless decay rate is much smaller than the rate
of radiative decay, that is knr < Γ. Substances with the largest quantum yields, approaching unity,
display the brightest emissions.
The lifetime of the excited state is defined by the average time the molecule spends in the excited
state prior to return to the ground state. It determines the time available for the fluorophore to
interact with or diffuse in its environment, and hence the information available from its emission
and is defined as:
(3.2)
The lifetime of the fluorophore in the absence of nonradiative processes is called natural lifetime,
and is given by:
(3.3)
The emission probability is constant in time, which results in an exponential fluorescence intensity
decay for an ensemble of fluorophores:
(3.4)
where I0 is the emission intensity for t = 0 and τ is the lifetime.
Fluorescence lifetime is an intrinsic property of a fluorophore and is insensitive to a variety of
intensity-based artifacts. Factors such as variations in excitation source intensity, detection gain
setting, optical loss in the optical path and/or sample, variation in sample fluorophore
concentration, photobleaching and microscope focusing will all affect measured fluorescence
intensities, but will leave the intrinsic excited-state fluorophore lifetime unchanged2. Quenching of
the excited state by external factors decreases the fluorescence lifetime that is sensitive to the
fluorophore’s microenvironment, including factors such as temperature, pH, oxygen concentration,
polarity, molecular associations (binding), ion concentration, and relaxation through collisional
(dynamic) quenching and FRET, and is therefore used as a parameter for biological sensors3.
Fluorescence quenching is generally classified into two primary types: static and dynamic (Fig.
3.3)4. Static quenching occurs due to the formation of nonfluorescent complexes via the interaction
between fluorophores and other molecules in solution known as quenchers. Fluorescence lifetime
imaging is insensitive to static quenching, as other unbound (hence still fluorescent) fluorophores
retain their fluorescent properties. On the other hand, dynamic (or collisional) quenching happens
during the fluorescence decay process, when some excited-state fluorophores are de-excited upon
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contact with the quenchers and follow a nonradiative decay process, which leads to a faster decay
of excited-state fluorophore population and hence a shorter fluorescence lifetime.

Figure 3.3: Static quenching (A) occurs due to the formation of nonfluorescent complexes from the
interaction between fluorophores and other molecules in solution known as quenchers. On the other
hand, dynamic quenching (B) happens during the decay process, when excited-state fluorophores
are de-excited upon contact with the quenchers. As a result, detected lifetime will be shortened4.
Therefore, changes of lifetime values are interpreted in terms of molecular interactions 5,6 and is a
valuable tool to assess changes of the local molecular environment in the direct vicinity of
fluorescently labeled molecules. Depending on the structure of the fluorophore, dyes can be
sensitive to very different parameters. Examples are monitoring the concentration of Calcium ions
(Ca2+)7,8,9, pH10,11,12, oxygen13,14,15, NADH 16,17 or Chloride (Cl-) 18,19.
A special case for the influence of the local environment on fluorescence lifetime is Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), where the donor dye is quenched by the presence of an
acceptor dye. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) has become a valuable standard tool in
cell biology to localize molecular interactions. The phenomenon of energy transfer from the donor
fluorophore to a suited acceptor molecule in close proximity results in excitation of the acceptor
without acceptor exciting laser light. FRET then causes a decrease in the donor emission and an
increase in acceptor emission. Energy transfer can only occur when the donor emission and the
acceptor excitation spectrum overlap and donor and acceptor fluorophore are in close proximity,
usually less than 10 nm. Applying an intramolecular labelling approach, the distance between the
dye and the quencher or FRET acceptor can also vary along with different conformations of the
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labeled biomolecule. In this way, intramolecular changes, e.g. due to folding or action of molecular
motors, are detectable.
From a mechanistic point of view, mainly FRET sensors are used, but also electron transfer is a
suitable quenching mechanism and even more sensitive to conformational changes. Many dyes are
quenched by the DNA base guanosin, which can be exploited in DNA hairpin sensors. They
become unquenched when the probe binds to a DNA with a complementary sequence 20. In protein
studies, mainly tryptophan is known as an effective quencher which allows for analysis of protein
dynamics21.

3.2 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM)
Fluorescence confocal microscopy is an imaging methods which brings optical microscopy
resolution close to theoretical limits imposed by diffraction of light. It several advantages over
conventional optical microscopy, including the ability to control depth of field, the elimination or
reduction of background information away from the focal plane that leads to image degradation,
and the capability to collect serial optical sections from thick specimens. The basic key to the
confocal approach is the use of spatial filtering techniques to eliminate out-of-focus light or glare in
specimens whose thickness exceeds the immediate plane of focus. The image has less haze and
better contrast than that of a conventional microscope and represents a thin cross-section of the
specimen. Thus, apart from allowing better observation of fine details it is possible to build threedimensional reconstructions of a volume of the specimen by assembling a series of thin slices taken
along the vertical axis22.
There has been a tremendous explosion in the popularity of confocal microscopy in recent years,
due in part to the relative ease with which extremely high-quality images can be obtained from
specimens prepared for conventional fluorescence microscopy, and the growing number of
applications in cell biology that rely on imaging both fixed and living cells and tissues. In fact,
confocal technology is proving to be one of the most important advances ever achieved in optical
microscopy.
When fluorescent specimens are imaged using a conventional widefield optical microscope
secondary fluorescence emitted by the specimen that appears away from the region of interest often
interferes with the resolution of those features that are in focus. This occurs in thick samples
(micron scale). In a conventional widefield microscope, the entire specimen is illuminated by a
mercury or xenon lamp, and the image can be viewed directly by eye or projected directly onto an
image capture device or photographic film. In LSCM measures the illumination is achieved by
scanning a laser beam across the specimen, and the light coming from each illuminated area as a
function of time is collected by the detector in selected spectral range and the image is digitalised
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pixel by pixel. This method has facilitated imaging of living specimens, enabled the automated
collection of three-dimensional data and time lapses, and improved the images obtained of
specimens using multiple labeling.
3.2.1 Confocal microscope configuration
The confocal principle in laser scanning microscope is presented in figure 3.4. Coherent light
emitted by the laser system (excitation source) passes through a pinhole aperture that is situated in
a conjugate plane (confocal) with a scanning point on the specimen and a second pinhole aperture
positioned in front of the detector (a photomultiplier tube). This pinhole aperture is at the basis of
confocal measurements as it cut all out of focus contributions. As the laser is reflected by a
dichromatic mirror and scanned across the specimen in a defined focal plane, fluorescence emitted
from points on the specimen (in the same focal plane) pass back through the dichromatic mirror
and are focused as a confocal point to the detector pinhole aperture.

Figure 3.4: Principal light pathways in confocal microscope configuration23.
The fluorescence signal that occurs at points above and below the objective focal plane is not
confocal with the pinhole (termed Out-of-Focus Light Rays) and forms extended Airy disks in the
aperture plane. Because only a small fraction of the out-of-focus fluorescence emission is delivered
through the pinhole aperture, most of this extraneous light is not detected by the photomultiplier
and does not contribute to the resulting image.
Today, lasers are usually chosen as illumination sources for a confocal microscope, because the
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coherent light that they produce can be collimated very accurately with a Gaussian beam shape and
can therefore also be used to create a diffraction limited illumination spot in the focal plane.
Furthermore, their highly monochromatic light can easily be filtered out to separate excitation from
emission light. An objective designed to have an immersion medium, typically water or a special
immersion oil, between the objective surface and the glass cover slip, is preferably used to focus
the light into the sample. That way, interfaces with a high difference in refractive index can be
avoided, which increases the numerical aperture NA. NA is a dimensionless quantity that specifies
the maximum angle that the objective can still observe. A high NA is preferable to focus the light
into the sample, because the size of the focus is reciprocal to NA. Since above and below the focal
plane, increasingly large areas of the sample are also illuminated by the defocused excitation light,
a second optical element is necessary to implement confocal microscopy.
The aim of confocal microscopy is to achieve an optimized optical resolution in all three spatial
dimensions compared to standard light microscopy. Its basic concept is to observe the fluorescence
intensity consecutively in very small pixels of the sample, out of which a complete raster image or
even a three dimensional sample reconstruction can be composed. This is achieved by combining a
strongly focused illumination with fluorescence detection through a very small aperture, the
confocal pinhole. The minimal size that the light can be focused to determines the optical
resolution of the system. The focal size and thereby the optical resolution R is limited by the Abbe
limit to a diameter of around 200 nm, depending on the wavelengths used.
3.2.2 Properties of confocal microscopy
The primary advantage of laser scanning confocal microscopy is the ability to serially produce thin
(0.5 to 1.5 μm) optical sections through fluorescent specimens that have a thickness ranging up to
50 μm or more. The image series is collected by coordinating incremental changes in the
microscope fine focus mechanism (using a stepper motor) with sequential image acquisition at each
step. Image information is restricted to a well-defined plane, rather than being complicated by
signals arising from remote locations in the specimen. Contrast and definition are dramatically
improved over widefield techniques due to the reduction in background fluorescence and improved
signal-to-noise. Furthermore, optical sectioning eliminates artifacts that occur during physical
sectioning and fluorescent staining of tissue specimens for traditional forms of microscopy. The
non-invasive confocal optical sectioning technique enables the examination of both living and fixed
specimens under a variety of conditions with enhanced clarity.
Furthermore, advances in confocal microscopy have made possible multi-dimensional views of
living cells and tissues that include image information in the x, y, and z dimensions as a function of
time and presented in multiple colours (using two or more fluorophores).
Additional advantages of scanning confocal microscopy include the ability to adjust magnification
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electronically by varying the area scanned by the laser without having to change objectives. This
feature is termed the zoom factor, and is usually employed to adjust the image spatial resolution by
altering the scanning laser sampling period.
CoIt has to be taken in account that the presence of pinhole limits the number of photons that reach
the detector so that perfect imaging may occur only with bright and stable sample as the laser
sources used for exciting the sample may induce phototoxicity.

3.3 Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy (RICS)
Raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS) is a new technique for measuring molecular
dynamics and concentrations of fluorescence molecules from microscopy images. This technique in
principle can be applied on every commercial confocal systems24. RICS is a space-time
fluorescence correlation technique designed to detect and quantify molecular dynamics in living
cells, such as binding, concentration and diffusion properties of molecules diffusing in cytoplasm
or in cellular compartments and gives information on dynamical events in each pixel also providing
information on their location within the image24,25,26,. Recent advances in the speed and sensitivity
of LSCM allow then measuring properties such as protein dynamics and aggregation from the
careful analysis of these images.
Intensity fluctuations within a focal volume in a biological system can arise from a number of
phenomena including the diffusion of molecules through the illumination volume, protein
conformational changes, and protein binding to immobile or large cellular structures. To capture
and distinguish the subtle differences in the intensity fluctuations due to these cellular phenomena,
the ideal correlation technique would have a spatial resolution limited only by light diffraction and
would be sensitive to the very wide range of dynamics observed in living cells.
Due to the nature of the scanning mechanism LSCM fluorescence images inherently capture a wide
range of dynamic information potentially providing details about underlying biological processes
within the cell. As the laser performs the raster scanning movement, it creates a space–time matrix
of pixels within the image. Since the temporal and spatial sampling of the laser beam during the
raster scanning is known, that is, the time the laser samples each pixel (pixel dwell time); time
between scan lines and time between images. Therefore, the images contain information on the
microsecond time scale for pixels along the horizontal scanning axis, millisecond time scale along
the vertical scanning axis or between scan lines, and on the sub-second to second or longer time
scale between successive images. Using the RICS correlation technique it is possible to generate
spatial-temporal maps of dynamics occurring on the microseconds to milliseconds time scale across
the cell. If the RICS analysis is performed in combination with temporal image correlation
spectroscopy (t-ICS)27, performed between images within an image time series on the seconds time
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scale (or longer), then the two methods provide dynamic information from microseconds to
minutes or hours. Molecular diffusion coefficients and concentration information is extracted from
raster scanned images using RICS analysis.
RICS can be performed on standard confocal images taken from commercial LSCMs opening up
this type of analysis to a large number of researchers. In general, commercial LSCMs are sensitive,
their operation is automatic and their performance has been optimized due to the large number of
manufacturers, their large scale use and long term availability in the marketplace. However, in
general the light detection of LSCMs is analogue in which the current of a photomultiplier detector
is integrated and sampled at a specific frequency.
3.3.1 RICS basic theory
RICS analysis is performed on images acquired through raster scanning. Laser scanning
microscopes generate images by measuring fluorescence intensity across an area one pixel at a
time, (a ‘pixel’ in this context does not have the same definition as a pixel in computer graphics,
but rather refers to a localized intensity measurement). The value of a pixel is obtained by
illuminating a region of the sample with the focal volume of a laser beam and measuring the
intensity of the emitted fluorescence. The laser beam is then moved to a new location and a new
pixel is recorded. Each pixel can be considered to correspond to a region of the sample, with its
width (called the pixel size) defined by the distance the beam moves between measurements. This
means that the size of a pixel is separate and independent from the size of the focal volume of the
laser beam28,29. The ‘raster’ in RICS refers to the order in which these pixels are collected to
generate an image. The top left pixel is measured first. Thereafter, the top row of pixels is collected
from left to right. The laser then travels back to the left of the image without collecting any pixels
and begins a second row. Rows are collected in this manner from top to bottom until an entire
image is obtained. (Fig. 3.5). Because each pixel is collected at a different time, there is temporal
information included in each individual image. This is referred to as the ‘hidden time structure’ and
can be used to extract temporal information from the image30,25.

Figure 3.5: Red lines indicate the path of the laser beam in a raster scan during an image capture
with an LSCM. Red dashed lines indicate the path where the laser is off and makes a fast shift.
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Image autocorrelation is calculated on each image using equation 3.531:
(3.5)
where i(x, y) is the intensity at each pixel of the image, ξ and ψ are the x and y spatial correlation
shifts and δ(i) = i − 〈i〉 and 〈…〉x,y is the spatial average of the image.
The image correlations of all the frames are averaged and the result is fit with an equation relating
the correlation to the diffusion coefficient and particle concentration, allowing to derive two
fundamental parameters for the molecular dynamic, the molecular diffusion coefficient D and the
autocorrelation function amplitude G0, inversely proportional to the average number of fluorescent
particles.
Briefly for raster scanning the spatial component of the correlation function decays due to
movement of the laser beam scanning (S(ξ ,ψ)) is expressed as24,26:

(3.6)

where ξ , ψ are the x and y spatial lags in pixels, δr (δx and δy) is the pixel size, τp (typically 2 - 20
μs) is the pixel dwell time in x, τl is the time between lines in y (typically 1 - 4 ms), ω0 is the e-2
radius of the point spread function of the laser beam (the beam waist). The component of the
temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) due to diffusion is the traditional correlation function:
(3.7)

where N is the number of particles in the focal volume; D the diffusion coefficient; γ is a shape
factor due to uneven illumination across the focal volume and is 0.3535 for a 3D Gaussian under
ideal conditions32. Also for a 3D Gaussian profile the z-axis beam radius, wz, is set to 3 ω0. Thus,
GRICS(ξ,ψ) is broken up into two parts: G(ξ,ψ), equation (3.7), which is related to molecular
dynamics, and S(ξ,ψ), equation (3.6), which is related to scanning optics. The overall ACF, Gs(ξ
,ψ) is given by:
(3.8)
Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are the most basic form of this function25,30. Variations on this equation that
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account for factors such as two-photon excitation and membrane-bound diffusion are described
elsewhere25,33.
It should be noted that multiple images are acquired from RICS analysis for two reasons: (i) so that
background subtraction can be performed and (ii) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Correlation
analysis is not performed between images in RICS. This means that all available temporal
information comes from within each image.
3.3.2 RICS analysis
In this thesis Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy is employed to probe protein-ligand
interactions in artificial aqueous droplets with a femtoliter scale resolution at a nanomolar
concentration. Aqueous droplets are imaged using a laser scanning confocal microscope and
collected images are analysed by RICS. In this scenario, RICS represents an ideal transduction
method for monitoring molecular binding events in pico- to nano-liter volume droplets.
Beside the very well-known advantages of fluorescence methods, specific properties of RICS allow
for the accurate quantification and mapping of molecular diffusion coefficients, in order to estimate
fractions of free fluorolabeled ligands and of fluorolabeled ligands bound to the protein34 at
nanomolar concentrations. Blinking and photobleaching events are reduced in with respect to
similar techniques like single point Fluorescence correlation Spectroscopy because of the reduced
exposition time to laser light of single area and measurable diffusion range is quite wide (from
microseconds to seconds) and it is possible to use it to distinguish diffusion from binding, so that a
wide range of experiments can be designed for different applications26.
RICS allows to execute molecular binding assays at lower concentrations and in principle, it would
permit to analyse concentrations as low as 2-3 nM

24

. Remarkably, RICS method or other

microscopy based fluctuation techniques can be used to monitor cellular events like molecular
dynamics in focal adhesions in cells33,35. These techniques could be applied also in microfluidic
devices to investigate single cell mechano-biology by analysing, for instance, the intracellular
signalling exerted by mechano-sensitive ion channels36.
We here use RICS for the first time to follow molecular dynamics and binding events within
confined and scalable artificial single aqueous droplets. Quantitative information on diffusing
objects at the nanoscale is obtained simultaneously with spatial information at diffraction limited
resolution, so that unsought drop modifications, spatial heterogeneity in the samples or leakage can
be readily monitored. RICS allows analysing either the whole drop volume, part of it or the
measurement can be extended to multiple different drops in array in a single image.
From the collected images it’s possible to generate spatio-temporal maps of dynamics occurring on
the microseconds to milliseconds time scale and calculate the spatio-temporal correlation of
fluorescence intensity fluctuations (Fig. 3.6). They are related to the Brownian motion of particles
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in the sample and can arise from a number of phenomena including the entry and transit of
molecules through the focal volume, protein conformational changes, molecular binding,
aggregation events. So fluctuations reveal the mobility of molecules, and indirectly molecular
events, such as the complex formation, within sub-regions of the image.

Figure 3.6: Collected images from a laser confocal scanning. For raster-scan patterns, the
correlation of a series of images appears on three different timescales: pixels are microsecondsapart in the horizontal direction, milliseconds-apart along the vertical axis (line-to-line), and
seconds-apart between successive frames (modified from 25).
The observation volume is moved across the investigated system and fluorescence intensity is
measured in each pixel; the technique is based on the fact that during a raster scan a fast diffusing
molecule, for example the free labelled biotin molecule, will be observed across more pixels if
compared to a slower one, as the complex between streptavidin and labelled biotin. The higher the
diffusion coefficient of molecules in solution more quickly the correlation function decays at short
distances (pixels), but is maintained at greater distances (Fig. 3.7).
In particular, the analysis of the spatial autocorrelation function using a free diffusion model allows
to derive two fundamental parameters for the molecular dynamic, D the molecular diffusion
coefficient and G0 the value of the autocorrelation function amplitude, inversely proportional to the
average number of fluorescent particles in the volume under examination.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of basic idea of RICS technique: during a raster scan a
fluorescent particle that moves faster will be observed across more pixels compared to a slower
particle. Spatio-temporal correlation of fluorescence intensity fluctuations is calculated from the
image and occurs in a scale that depends on the rate of diffusion. In the graph simulated function
for molecules with high diffusion coefficient (red line) and low diffusion coefficient (blue line).

3.4 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM)
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) is a method for mapping the spatial distribution
of nanosecond excited state lifetimes with microscopic spatial resolution, providing a useful tool to
detect, visualize and investigate structure and function of biological systems. However, intensitybased measurements are vulnerable to artifacts such as variation in excitation source intensity,
detector gain setting, optical loss in the optical path and/or sample, variation in sample fluorophore
concentration, photobleaching, and microscope focusing. Further, fluorophores with similar
excitation and emission spectra may be impossible to differentiate with steady-state fluorescence
intensity imaging.
The fluorescence lifetime is the property describing on average how rapidly an excited-state
fluorophore decays, in particular, is the time the fluorophore remains in the excited state before
returning to the ground state.
One challenge is that the employed fluorophores need to be distinguishable and have commonly
used spectral characteristics. This limits the number of useful fluorescent markers. The analysis of
the fluorescence lifetime can help to overcome these limitations, consequently, more fluorophores
can be monitored and separated simultaneously within a sample. Additionally, the fluorescence
lifetime enables to discriminate label fluorescence from the fluorescence background of the sample
(e.g., cell or tissue) and thereby allows a higher detection efficiency and more accurate marker
localization.
Because the donor lifetime decreases in the presence of FRET, where the acceptor is the quenching
molecule, FLIM offers a solution for quantitative analysis of molecular interactions and requires as
control only measuring the fluorescence lifetime of a donor-only labelled sample.
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New materials of interest can be new fluorescent labels or quantum dots, which are used in
biological imaging as well as in materials sciences. Applications in materials science are mainly
focused on the fundamental characterization of new materials37,38 as used e.g., in photovoltaics39,40,
OLEDs41, light harvesting materials42,43 and functionalized surfaces44,45. The minor carrier lifetime
in semiconductor materials is an important parameter to control or improve the quality of the
fabrication procedure.
Accordingly, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy enables addressing questions in very
different fields of research, and up to now, several thousand papers dealing with fluorescence
lifetime measurements have been published. Continuing advances in technology for microscopy
and the developing appreciation that fluorescence lifetime is a sensitive means for quantitatively
evaluating microenvironment will likely help make FLIM a critical research tool for cell biology by
providing new ways for life scientists to detect, visualize, and investigate structure and function in
biological systems. The increasing interest in lifetime techniques will trigger new fields of
applications, new analysis schemes as well as improvements in the labels, and, in the future, a
combination of lifetime measurements with spectral or dynamic information will open promising
prospects.
3.4.1 FLIM method and analysis
Fluorescence lifetime microscopy gives information on the characteristics feature of fluorescence
decay in each pixel of the image, in particular, using the time-correlated single photon counting
technique46 (TCSPC), one measures the time between sample excitation by a pulsed laser and the
arrival of the emitted photon at the detector. TCSPC requires a defined “start” signal, provided by
the electronics steering the laser pulse or a photodiode, and a defined “stop” signal, realized by
detection with single-photon sensitive detectors. The measurement of this time delay is repeated
many times to account for the statistical nature of fluorophore emission. The delay times are sorted
into a histogram that plots the occurrence of emission over time after the excitation pulse (Fig. 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: a) Exponential decay of fluorescence intensity during a fluorescence process, b) FLIM
image reported in lifetime scale, c) time-correlated histogram of counts and decay curve.
In order to acquire a fluorescence lifetime image, the photons have to be attributed to the different
pixels, which is done by storing the absolute arrival times of the photons additionally to the relative
arrival time in respect to the laser pulse. Line and frame marker signals from the scanner of the
confocal microscope are additionally recorded in order to sort the time stream of photons into the
different pixels. From a practical point of view, the integration of TCSPC requires a suitable
hardware parts47: pulsed light sources; appropriate microscopic optics (currently, confocal
microscopes from all major microscope manufacturers can be upgraded); single photon detection
modules with appropriate sensitivity and time resolution (detectors for FLIM imaging can be
photomultiplier tubes, e.g. the PMA series, after pulsing-free hybrid detectors, e.g. PMA Hybrid 40
or avalanche photodiodes); suited timing electronics for data registration; data acquisition and
analysis software to produce lifetime histograms, fit to different models, etc. (e.g., the
SymPhoTime 64 software).
3.4.2 Phasor approach to FLIM measurements
In FLIM experiments multiple lifetime components arise from different molecular species or
different conformations of the same molecule48,49 and in different pixels of the image. The analysis
of FLIM data collected in the time domain then proceeds by fitting multiple decays at each pixel
using exponential components and identifying decay times and amplitudes with molecular species
and their relative abundances. A problem with this approach is that many of fluorescence
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molecules used in microscopy display a complex decay behaviour50 which may also be
environment dependent.
For this reason we decide to use the phasor approach an analysis method developed in 2007 51
which provides a fast, easy and fit free method to evaluate fluorescence lifetimes in each pixel of
the image.
The phasor approach has the potential of simplifying the analysis of FLIM images, avoiding
technical issues in multiple exponential analysis and provides a graphical global view of the
processes affecting the fluorescence decay occurring at each pixel 52,53,54. The phasor method
transforms the histogram of the time delays at each pixel in a phasor. There is a direct relationship
between a phasor location and lifetime.
When fluorescence lifetime data are acquired in the time domain, the components g (x-coordinate)
and s (y-coordinate) of the phasor plot are given by the following expressions55:
(3.9)

(3.10)
where the indices i and j identify a pixel of the image and ω the frequency (ω = 2πf), where f is the
laser repetition rate (e.g. 80 MHz).
In the phasor plot if the decay is a single exponential I(t)=Ae-t/τ, the coordinates are given by:
(3.11)

(3.12)
where τ is the lifetime of the decay and ω is the laser frequency.
Every possible lifetime can be mapped into a universal representation of the decay, a twodimensional histogram called phasor plot, showed in figure 3.9.
If the decay is a single exponential, all single exponential components are represented by the
“universal circle,” defined as a semicircle of center (1/2,0) and radius 1/2 in the phasor plot. Along
this semicircle a phasor corresponding to a very short lifetime (small phase angle) is close to the
point (1,0), where as a phasor corresponding to a very long lifetime will be close to the (0,0) point
(τ = 0 in the point (1, 0) and τ =∞ in the point (0, 0). If the pixels are located inside the universal
circle of the phasor plot, their decay is multiexponential.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the phasor plot.
Each pixel of the image gives a point in the phasor plot in which we can easily recognize the
presence of different molecular species by their position in the plot or the occurrence of
fluorescence resonance energy transfer. The analysis of the fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy data in the phasor space is done observing clustering of pixel values in specific regions
of the phasor plot rather than by fitting the fluorescence decay using exponentials, providing a
global view of FLIM images. The analysis is instantaneous since is not based on calculations or
nonlinear fitting. The phasor approach has the potential to simplify the way data are analyzed in
FLIM, paving the way for the analysis of large data sets and, in general, making the interpretation
of FLIM data accessible to the non-expert in spectroscopy and data analysis.
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III Experimental Part
4

Confined

Aqueous

Compartments

by

Raster

Image

Correlation

Spectroscopy (CADRICS)
This chapter reports a general methodology to produce by inkjet printing miniaturized oil/surfactant
confined aqueous compartments up to the hundreds picoliter scale with subsequent investigation of
molecular interactions in a space- and time- dependent fashion by Raster Image Correlation
Spectroscopy (RICS), a technique specifically suited for monitoring molecular dynamics events in
the living cells. The methodology was named CADRICS – i.e. Confined Aqueous Droplet Raster
Image Correlation Spectroscopy.
The assembly of scalable liquid compartments for binding assays in array formats constitutes a
topic of fundamental importance in life sciences. This challenge can be addressed by mimicking
the structure of cellular compartments with biological native conditions. Unlikely, their realization
by printing techniques often requires high-boiling viscous additives such as glycerol in order to get
stable micro-spots1 but this affect the native conditions. As a possible alternative we proposed the
dispersion of water-based droplets in immiscible oil phases. In this way, aqueous-phase droplets
result completely stable against evaporation2. By ligand-binding experiments and displacement
tests, we clearly demonstrate the high potentiality and capabilities of this miniaturized approach to
mimic cellular-like small compartments directly obtaining the read-out of relevant dynamic and
thermodynamic parameters such as molecular diffusion coefficients and molecular concentrations,
to study intermolecular interaction in confined environments of tunable volume (up to hundreds of
picoliters) and at very low concentrations (nanomolar) and to determine the behaviour of few
molecular systems (in principle those contained in 10-100 femtoliter volume) monitoring
complexes formation and stoichiometry.
In order to validate this methodology, we employed the Alexa 647 dye and the biotin/streptavidin
model interaction system. However, the bioarrays could be employed to study complex systems
containing different interacting species, including biological macromolecules.
CADRICS approach may constitute a breakthrough for the field of biochips and droplet arrays
technological platforms, since for the first time few molecular events are detected on engineered
artificial platforms avoiding interfacial effects by solid surfaces or evaporating drops.
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4.1 Materials and Methods
4.1.1 Chemicals and solutions preparation
Water-in-oil droplet microarrays have been fabricated on coverslip glasses (Corning 24 x 50 mm,
Cover Glass) made from borosilicate glass (0.13-0.16 thick) which are compatible with confocal
microscopy set-ups.
All solutions were prepared in ultrapure Millipore water (Direct Q-UV filtration system, 18.2
MΩ•cm). pH was controlled by the pH meter, pH 700, Eutech Instruments. Stock solutions of
Atto655-biotin, BTN*, (BioReagent, suitable for fluorescence, Sigma Aldrich) were prepared in
anhydrous DMSO and diluted in phosphate buffer solution 100 mM (pH 7.4). Stock solutions of
Alexa 647 (Alexa Fluor® 647 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester, ThermoFisher Scientific), and
Streptavidin, STV, from Streptomyces avidinii (affinity purified, lyophilized from 10 mM
potassium phosphate, Sigma Aldrich) were prepared in the same phosphate buffer solution 100
mM.
Streptavidin/Atto655-biotin incubation was carried out 30 minutes at room temperature in the
phosphate buffer. Displacement assays of Atto655 biotin/ biotin were carried out by taking constant
Atto655 biotin and Streptavidin concentration in the solution (i.e. 40 nM and 10 nM) and varying
unlabelled biotin concentration (in the range from 40 nM to 320 nM).
4.1.2 Functionalization of glass surfaces
Glass coverslips were extensively rinsed in ethanol and water to remove organic contaminants.
After that they were treated with a UV Ozone Cleaner – ProCleaner (Bioforce Nanosciences) for
30’ in order to increase the hydrophylicity of the surface. Subsequently, the coverslips were coated
with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (2% v/v in ethanol) by using a sandwich
incubation method3 for 1 hour at room temperature (Fig. 4.1). Subsequently to coating with
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (Sigma Aldrich), the slides were washed with ethanol
and put in oven at 110 °C for 1 hour. After that, the coverslips are stored dry at -20°C until use.
Contact angles are measured with optical apparatus OCA 20, Data Physics Instruments by using a
10 µL droplet. Water contact angle is 47° ± 2, whereas mineral oil contact angle is 28° ± 2. Each
value is average of three measurements. The slight hydrophobicity of the surface allows for
preventing excessive aqueous droplets spreading on glass surface.
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Figure 4.1: Glass surfaces functionalization with PTES solution 2% v/v in ethanol.
4.1.3 Molecular inkjet dispensing
Picoliter droplets were dispensed on glass substrates by using the Dimatix Materials Printer DMP2800 Fuji Film in figure 4.2. This instrument was equipped with user fillable piezo-driven inkjet
print cartridges, each with 16 nozzles 254 μm spaced and 21.5 μm in diameter. The droplets were
emitted at a jetting frequency of 5 kHz with typical flow rates of 10 pL/10 μs (i.e. 1 μL/s)
(considering the times necessary for the formation of a single droplet).

Figure 4.2: Dimatix Materials Printer DMP-2800 and Dimatix Cartridge DMC-11610, Fuji Film.
Mineral oil droplets (light oil (neat) suitable for mouse embryo cell culture Sigma Aldrich, M8410)
were dispensed by using double pulse waveform signal at temperatures of 33 °C at voltages
between 28 V and 30 V. An ensemble of 1000 droplets of oil (drop-to-drop pitch of 5 μm) formed a
single droplet of 10 nL by coalescence. On the top of these droplets, aqueous droplets were
dispensed by using single pulse waveforms at room temperature and at voltages between 18 V and
20 V. 100 droplets of aqueous ink (drop-to-drop pitch of 5 μm) were printed in order to form a
single liquid droplet of 1 nL. The liquid droplet was completely engulfed inside the mineral oil,
lying at the interface with the glass surface. Droplet roundness was evaluated by measuring scale
invariance, i.e. the ratio of the radius of the largest circle contained by droplet to that of the
smallest circle containing the same droplet4. This parameter is a measure of the roundness,
comprised between 0 to 1.
Figure 4.3 reports the novel bioarray platform defined as Confined Aqueous Droplets investigated
by RICS (hereafter CADRICS). Accordingly, low volume aqueous droplets containing protein
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targets are firstly developed by Inkjet Printing. We fabricated microarrays in the form of a 3x2
format drop-to-drop spacing of 1 mm. Nano-liter scale mineral oil droplet arrays are assembled on
glass surfaces through picoliter droplets coalescence. Then 1 nL aqueous droplets containing target
molecules are injected into the mineral oil droplets. In other experiments, we decreased the number
of aqueous coalesced droplets up to 10, in order to obtain liquid aqueous droplets of 100 pL.

Figure 4.3: Inkjet printing confined aqueous compartments. (a) Inkjet printing is used for direct
deposition of nanoliter scale oil droplets and subsequent encapsulation of picoliter scale aqueous
droplets to form addressable independent aqueous compartments containing molecular targets (red
and blue droplets on glass surfaces. The water-oil interface is stabilized by amphyphilic molecules
which are compatible with biomolecules. (b) Optical image with inset (scale bar 1 mm) of a typical
droplet array. The inset on the top-right shows the confocal fluorescence microscopy image (scale
bar 100 µm) where fluorescence signal is obtained under appropriate excitation conditions. No
fluorescence signal is observed in the oil phase around the aqueous droplet. (c) Representation of
aqueous confined compartment with water/oil interface stabilization by surfactant molecules.

Fluorescence signal is used to visualise the aqueous compartment encapsulated within the oil
droplet (Fig. 4.3b). As it can be seen, the droplet in fluorescence image is well-defined in shape
and no leakage (i.e. molecular diffusion from aqueous compartment into oil) is observed for several
hours. In particular, water-soluble amphiphilic molecules are used to stabilize the water/oil
interface (Fig. 4.3c) avoiding both water in oil leaking effects2 and the formation of colloidal
aggregates which can significantly affect the assay specificity5. In this regard, we took advantage of
Tween-20 (Polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monolaurate, Sigma Aldrich), a very mild nonionic
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surfactant, known for its excellent compatibility with proteins and biomolecules in aqueous phase.
Tween-20 possesses a high HLB (i.e. Hydrophile-Lipophile Balance ) value equal to 16.7, being
well soluble in aqueous phase and lying at the interface between aqueous and oil phases6.
4.1.4 RICS setup and analysis
Images were acquired in one channel with an Olympus FluoView1200 confocal laser scanning
microscope (Olympus, Japan, Fig.4.4) using 40X 1.2 NA objective. We used 635 nm laser to excite
Atto 655 and Alexa 647 dyes. The bandwidth of the emission filter used for the red emission
channel is 655-755 nm. Data were collected in the photon-counting mode. The scan area was
256x256 pixels and pixel size was set at 0.05 μm. 70 frames were collected for each image stack.
The excitation volume was calibrated using a solution of Alexa 647 in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4.
The diffusion coefficient of the dye was set to 300 μm2/s to determine the waist (ω0) of the laser
beam which resulted ω0 = 0.35 μm. Scan speed of 4 μs/pixel, (line time was 2.120 ms and frame
time was 0.564 s) was used for Atto 655 Biotin molecules and Alexa 647 dye, and 12.5μs/pixel,
(line time was 4.325 ms and frame time was 1.15 s) for the complex between BTN* and STV.

Figure 4.4: Olympus FluoView1200 confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus, Japan).
Droplets confocal images were exported with FV10-ASW 4.1 Viewer. Analysis was performed
using the RICS algorithm of SimFCS 3.0 program. RICS autocorrelation function can be fitted
using the diffusion model to calculate the characteristic parameters of the process: G(0) and D.
Molecular diffusion coefficients and G(0) values were obtained as average of 10 measurements on
different droplets. By means of the images processing and analysis program Image J we obtained
the parameters related to the size and shape of the 1 nL droplets encapsulated with inkjet printing
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into mineral oil droplets. From 10 fluorescence images of aqueous droplets in oil, we obtained
average values of diameter and perimeter of 220 µm ± 30 µm and 690 µm ± 70 µm, respectively.
Furthermore, from the ratio between the inscribed circle and the circumcircle to the drop, we could
evaluate the circularity of the drops, which is 0.88 ± 0.01.
The read out in CADRICS is shown in figure 4.5. Aqueous droplets are imaged using a standard
fluorescence confocal microscope (Fig. 4.5a). Collected images stacks are analysed using RICS
and reveal the free diffusion of fluorescent molecules uniformly distributed in the droplets. After
removing stationary objects by background subtraction, image autocorrelation is calculated on each
fluorescence collected image. The image correlations of all the stacks are averaged and the result is
fit with an equation which takes into account the diffusion coefficient (D) and particle
concentration in the form of the amplitude G(0) of the autocorrelation function that is proportional
to the inverse of the average number of fluorescent particles in the measurement volume 7,8. By
nano- to hundred pico-liters aqueous droplets at nanomolar molecular concentration ranges (i.e.
107-105 molecules), CADRICS allows gaining information on molecular events occurring in the
micro-millisecond time scale (Fig. 4.5b and Fig. 4.5c).

Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the detection method for protein binding assays in small
volume aqueous compartments. (a) Raster scanned image stacks of the droplets are acquired. The
observation volume is moved across the droplet and intensity is measured in each pixel, a fast
diffusing molecule (e.g. free BTN*) is observed across a larger number of pixels if compared to a
slower one (i.e. STV-BTN* complex). (b) Schematic representation of basic idea of RICS
technique: during a raster scan a fluorescent particle that moves faster (BTN*) will be observed
across more pixels compared to a slower particle (i.e. STV/BTN*/complex). Spatio-temporal
correlation of fluorescence intensity fluctuations is calculated from the image and occurs in a scale
that depends on the rate of diffusion. (c) top: simulated function for molecules with high diffusion
coefficient (high D); down: simulated function for molecules with low diffusion coefficient (low
D). RICS reveals the mobility of molecules and thus molecular events within sub-regions of the
image in the micro-millisecond timescale.
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4.2 Water-in-oil Droplet Array Assembly
It is well known that assembling droplets arrays by inkjet printing is possible only under specific
regimes of fluid properties9. If from one hand, assembly of mineral oil droplets is easily
accomplished, on the other hand, inkjet printing picoliter-scale aqueous droplets constitutes a
challenge (Fig. 4.6-4.8). Indeed, printing aqueous droplets gives rise to small satellites around the
main droplet due to multiple breakups during ejection10. Proper tuning of the droplet speed and of
the waveform are needed to obtain droplets of optimal shape without satellites embedded in the oil
phase.
The experimental conditions for inkjet printing operation can be better visualized in figure 4.6 in
which the inverse of Ohnesorge number (Z = 1/Oh) is plotted against the Reynold number
according to Derby9. Ohnesorge (Oh) and Reynold (Re) numbers are given by:

𝑂ℎ =

𝜇
√𝜌𝜎𝐿

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑣𝐿
𝜇

Where ρ is the liquid density (g/cm3), σ is the surface tension (dyne/cm), L is the characteristic
length scale (i.e drop diameter), v is the velocity of the fluid (m/s) and μ is the dynamic viscosity of
the fluid (cP).
Whereas Oh relates the viscous forces to surface tension forces, Re relates the inertial forces to the
viscous forces.
The red dot in the figure 4.6 defines the experimental conditions of the liquid ink here used (100
mM potassium phosphate, 0.05% tween 20). The low viscosity of the aqueous ink determines
satellites which would render the printing process not reproducible. On the other hand, the grey dot
corresponds to the experimental condition of the mineral oil, which has high viscosity and low
density, respectively 30.0 cP and 0.82 g/cm3.

Figure 4.6: Printing regimes in inkjet printing. The coordinate system defined by the Reynolds and
Z (i.e. the inverse of Ohnesorge number) illustrate the regime of fluid properties in which inkjet
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printing is possible. Red and grey dot represent experimental points for, respectively, aqueous ink
and mineral oil.
Inkjet printing dispensing of mineral oil was easily accomplished by standard double pulse
waveforms (Fig. 4.7), increasing ink temperature at 33 °C in order to reduce dynamic viscosity (30
cps at 25 °C) obtaining droplets with long tails (> 200 µm) having velocities in the range 5 to 15
m/s (Fig. 4.8). The assembly of mineral oil droplets arrays on glass surfaces is easily accomplished
by employing conventional piezoelectric waveforms (Fig. 4.7). In the initial stage piezo is in a
neutral or relaxed position in which chamber is at its maximum volume. During the rise time (tR)
voltage is increased, causing a deflection in the piezo which pulls the fluid to the nozzle exit in
order to form the droplet. The time at which the piezo is stable in a deflected state is called dwell
time tD. During fall time (tF), the piezo voltage is decreased in order to pinch-off droplet at the
nozzle exit. Remarkably, the relative relaxation of the piezo in during t F permits to pull the liquid
thread back in the nozzle.

Fig. 4.7: Conventional double pulse waveform.

Fig. 4.8: Mineral oil droplet dispensing. (a). Stroboscopic images of 10 pL (nominal volume)
mineral oil droplet pinching-off at nozzle at 25 °C (left) and at 33 °C (right). (b) Droplet speed
(m/s) versus Jetting Voltage (V) for mineral oil droplet dispensing by double pulse waveforms at
increasing temperature (31 °C – 37 °C).
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Aqueous ink dispensing required a more careful investigation. In order to allow the printing
process of such low viscosity ink, we optimized the waveform signal in order to avoid satellites
formation. The liquid thread ejected from the nozzle is able to contract into a single drop without
breaking up if the length of liquid thread at pinch-off, lb, does not exceed a limiting value lb* as
from the following equation11,12:
lb
1
l∗b
<𝜁 ∗ +2=
R noz
αmax
R noz
Where Rnoz is the radius of the nozzle; ζ = (C2-C1)·a is a measure of the times difference for the
formation of the droplets at the nozzle exit C1 and at complete pinch-off C2, being a constant value.
ζ is usually comprised between 0.9 and 1.1; αmax* is given by the following expression:
1
9
3
∗
𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
= √ 𝑥 2 (1 − 𝑥 2 ) + 𝑥 4 − 𝑂ℎ ·𝑥 2
2
4
2
where
𝑥2 =

1
2 + √18 ∙ 𝑂ℎ

From this model, it turns out that for our aqueous ink, by considering that tween-20 decreases
∗
surface tension up to 35 mN/m, we obtain that Oh is almost 0.036 and 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
is equal to 0.756

which determine a

∗
lb

Rnoz

ratio of about 3.5. This means that in order to avoid satellite formation, it is

necessary to have a liquid length while pinching off at nozzle of not more than 60 µm, since radius
of the nozzle is about 21 µm.
Double pulse waveform used for aqueous ink dispensing produced long liquid thread (> 60 µm), so
determining, as expected, a high number of satellites droplets (Fig. 4.9-4.10).

Fig. 4.9: Stroboscopic image of 10 pL (nominal volume) Alexa 647 droplet (40 nM, 0.05% Tween20) pinching-off at nozzle during emission (16 V) by double pulse waveform. Satellite droplet is
marked in the red circle.
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Fig. 4.10: Stroboscopic images of Atto-655 biotin (BTN*) (40 nM, 0.05 % tween 20) droplet
dispensing by double pulse waveforms at various voltages (16 V – 22 V – 28 V). At each voltage,
stroboscopic picture is taken while droplet is pinched-off (left figure) and when it reached 1000 µm
to better show multiple breakups. Satellites droplets are encircled.
In order to avoid satellites formation during aqueous ink dispensing, we needed to tune waveform
signal for reducing liquid length while pinching off at nozzle at values minor than 60 µm. To
achieve that, we adapted a single pulse waveform signal (Fig. 4.11) instead of the conventional
double pulse waveform (Fig. 4.7) in such a way to:
1.

Increase the rise time (tR) (which passed from 1 µs of double pulse waveform to 2.93 µs of
single pulse waveform) in order to favour droplet formation at the nozzle.

2.

Increase the fall time (tF), i.e. the time at which the piezo voltage is decreased in order to
pinch-off droplet at the nozzle exit. As to do so, we showed the possibility to decrease the
onset of multiple breakup phenomena in the liquid thread minimizing the occurrence of
satellite droplets13. We fixed fall time (tF) to 16.9 µs – to be compared with 4.92 µs of
double pulse waveform.

Fig. 4.11: Single pulse waveform specifically suited for aqueous inkjet printing.
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We then investigated the liquid thread length while pinching-off at nozzle as a function of jetting
voltages by using single pulse waveform signal pulse (Fig. 4.12). As clearly shown by stroboscopic
figures (Fig. 4.12a), low-to-intermediate jetting voltages (16 V - 22 V) allow for short liquid
threads (minor than threshold of 60 µm) that rapidly coalesce into spherical droplets, whereas high
voltages (28 V) determine liquid threads longer than threshold which are prone to breakups and
satellite formation. For this reason, we identified low voltages as the optimal condition for aqueous
ink dispensing at velocities (around 6 m/s – see Fig. 4.12b) sufficient for encapsulation into
mineral oil droplets. Remarkably, droplet velocities are quite well distributed among different
nozzles of the same print head (Fig. 4.12c).

Fig. 4.12: Atto-655 biotin droplet dispensing by single pulse waveforms. (a) Stroboscopic images
of 10 pL (nominal volume) BTN* (40 nM, 0.05 % tween 20) droplet pinching-off at nozzle at 16
V, 22 V and 28 V (left picture for each voltage), or when it reached almost 300 µm in the trajectory
from nozzle. Satellites droplets are encircled. (b) Droplet speed (m/s) versus Jetting Voltage (V)
for BTN* (40 nM) droplet in absence of STV (blu dots) or in presence of Streptavidin 10 nM (red
dots). (c) Droplet velocity as a function of jetting nozzle for BTN* (40 nM) solution dispensing.

4.3 Molecular Diffusion Investigation by CADRICS
4.3.1 Molecular diffusion of Alexa 647 in nL environment
We initially optimized the inkjet dispensing by printing aqueous droplets containing the model
fluorophore Alexa 647 (30 nM in 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4) in order to optimize the
following properties: i) shape, ii) stability against leakage, iii) solute concentration and iv)
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occurrence of free diffusion. In figure 4.13a the shape of the single pulse waveform is reported
together with the stroboscopic image of a 10 pL (nominal volume) Alexa 647 droplet pinching-off
from the nozzle (30 nM, phosphate buffer with 0.05% of the non-ionic surfactant tween-20). The
measured droplet speed is reported in figure 4.13b as a function of the jetting voltage for a single
pulse waveform in the presence and in the absence of tween-20. For jetting voltages of about 20 V
the droplet is stable and does not give satellites. In contrast, the conventional double pulse
waveform used for viscous fluids gives rise to satellite droplets on such aqueous inks. This is in
agreement with previous findings in which to obtain stable drops by double pulse waveform we
needed to spike protein inks with high viscous additives like glycerol 14. Remarkably, by using this
waveform at low jetting voltages (14-20 V), we obtained almost spherical droplets with a very
short tail (Fig. 4.13a). Remarkably, for jetting voltages of 14-20 V, the water droplet speed was in
the 4-6 m/s range (Fig. 4.13b) that allows for the reproducible and successful insertion in the oil
droplet (this occurs at velocities higher than 1-2 m/s) 15. The water/oil interface was stabilized by
spiking Alexa 647 aqueous droplets with the non-ionic surfactant tween-20 (0.05 % v/v).
Representative fluorescence images of droplets obtained in presence and in absence of tween-20
are reported in Fig. 4.13c.
Accordingly, in the absence of tween-20 the diameter of the droplet is smaller than that of the one
containing the surfactant and the leakage of the fluorophore into oil occurs in few minutes. In order
to realize an array of aqueous droplets in oil, about one hundred 10 pL droplets (about 1 nL, 30 nM
Alexa 647, 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 0.05 % tween-20) were injected into a mineral oil
droplet of 10 nL (previously formed by one thousand 10 pL droplets). Importantly, the production
of an array is pretty fast. About 20 water-in-oil drops can be printed in few minutes. Also, in the
selected conditions, evaporation did not occur since the nozzle-to-oil trajectory takes hundreds of
microseconds, that is significantly shorter than the picoliter droplet evaporation time (hundreds of
milliseconds)16. Fig. 4.13d reports the investigation of the Alexa 647 diffusion by RICS into an
individual confined droplet. Briefly the analysis of the spatial correlation function using a free
diffusion model gives the molecular diffusion coefficient (D) and the amplitude G(0) that is
proportional to the inverse of the average number of fluorescent particles in the measurement
volume. Importantly RICS allows acquiring measurements in a uniform region of the droplet
volume. The obtained D = 270 µm2/s and G(0) = 0.014 ± 0.003 for Alexa 647 dye are perfectly
consistent with analogous measurements on larger volume droplets (50 µL - 100 nL droplets
volumes, Fig. 4.14). This demonstrates that the printing process does affect neither the aqueous
compartment properties nor the fluorescent dye concentration.
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Figure 4.13: Assembly of confined aqueous compartments and subsequent RICS. (a) Piezoelectric
single pulse driving waveform for aqueous picoliter droplet ejection. The time intervals t R, tD and tF
represent the times of rise, dwell and fall, respectively. Insets show representative stroboscopic
image of 10 pL (nominal volume) Alexa 647 droplet (30 nM, 0.05% tween-20) pinching-off at the
nozzle. (b) Droplet speed (Alexa 647 30 nM) as a function of jetting voltage for a single pulse
waveform in absence (blue dots) or in presence (green dots) of (b) Representative images of Alexa
647 droplets injected in oil in absence or in presence of tween-20 0.05%. The fluorophore leakage
in oil phase is observed when tween-20 is not present. Scale bar is 100 µm. (d) Spatial correlation
function obtained from measurements on stable droplets of Alexa 647-in-oil arrays for a droplet of
1 nL. RICS shape clearly indicates the fast free diffusion of a small molecule and the fit gives D =
270 µm2/s and G (0) = 0.014 ± 0.003.
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Figure 4.14: RICS on Alexa 647 solution on 50 µL volume in microwell plates and on 100 nL
droplets manually deposed. Spatial autocorrelation functions and relative fits with residuals of of
Alexa 647 (20 nM) in microwell plates (a) and on 100 nL droplets (b).
4.3.2 Molecular binding assays in confined compartments
Having demonstrated the possibility to fabricate confined aqueous compartments in which one can
investigate molecular diffusion of a model fluorophore (Alexa 647), we show CADRICS capability
to produce arrays of BTN* and STV solution as well as arrays of their mixtures at nM
concentrations, i.e. suitable concentrations for monitoring few molecular binding events in small
volume confined compartments. The choice of this system, consisting of labelled biotin (BTN*)
and unlabelled streptavidin (STV), allows one for clearly distinguishing the formation of the
complex STV-BTN* from free BTN*. In fact, once BTN* (MW = 1.2 kD) is bound to STV (MW
= 60 kD) its diffusion coefficient is expected to be significantly reduced (Fig. 4.15).

Figure 4.15: Atto655-biotin (BTN*) and Streptavidin (STV) interaction. Streptavidin has four
binding sites for biotin (Kd approx. 10-15 M).
In particular, we encapsulated aqueous droplets (50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 0.05% Tween20) containing 20 nM BTN* or the mixture 20 nM BTN* - 200 nM STV into mineral oil droplets.
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In addition to the stabilization of the water-oil interface, tween-20 also permitted to avoid colloidal
aggregates formation in solution17. In order to get statistically significant data, the molecular
binding events investigation has been carried out on tens of 1 nL droplets. Then, the suitability of
CADRICS was tested on a range of different volumes (from 50 uL to 100 pL). Typical results are
shown in Fig. 4.16. RICS functions of BTN* (Fig. 4.16a) and STV-BTN* (Fig. 4.16b) systems in
1 nL droplets are shown revealing that also in this case the molecules are freely diffusing within the
droplet. It is immediately evident that the spatial correlation function for STV-BTN* droplets
stands for slower diffusion. Measurements on STV-BTN* complex reported in figure are obtained
with an excess of STV (200 nM) with respect to the ligand, i.e. a condition where all BTN*
molecules are expected to be bound to STV. Several measurements were performed on multiple
droplets and diffusion coefficients obtained from multiple 1 nL droplets are reported in Fig. 4.16c.
Results indicate that the diffusion coefficients measured in BTN* and STV-BTN* droplets are
clearly distinguishable within the experimental error (larger distribution of D for faster molecules is
due to the instrumental sensitivity). The measured value of D for STV-BTN* droplets (about 60
µm2/s) can be explained by the formation of the complex. In figure 4.16d, the diffusion
coefficients measured for analogous solution in droplets of a range of volumes are reported (50 µL
- 100 pL). The D values are comparable for all the investigated volume ranges, this clearly
demonstrates the occurrence of free molecular diffusion up to picoliter volume scale – i.e.
confinement in inkjetted droplets (1 – 0.1 nL) does not modify the molecular diffusion coefficient
and protein binding in comparison to macroscopic volumes (50 µL – 100 nL). Droplet volumes are
orders of magnitude above those of a single cell (picoliter scale) or a sub-cellular organelles (sub-picoliter scale) in which anomalous diffusion typically takes place 18 – mainly due to molecular
crowding effects which generate heterogeneous intermolecular environements19.
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Figure 4.16: CADRICS for binding assays in confined aqueous compartments. Spatial
autocorrelation functions and relative fits with residuals obtained for: (a) BTN* (20 nM); (b) STVBTN* in 1 nL aqueous droplet. (c) Distribution of the diffusion coefficient obtained by RICS
analysis of measurements on multiple 1 nL droplets in printed arrays for BTN* (pink) and STVBTN* (cyan) systems. (d) Diffusion coefficient obtained by RICS analysis of measurements on
multiple droplets at different volumes for BTN* (pink) and STV-BTN* (cyan). (e) G(0) values for
droplets containing BTN* (magenta) and STV-BTN* (cyan). The inset reports representative
256x256 confocal microscopy images of BTN* containing droplets having different volumes. Scale
bar is 50 µm.
Importantly, aqueous solutions can be efficiently printed, without affecting the value of solute
concentration as shown by the G(0) values reported in figure 4.16e.
In figures 4.17 and 4.18 are reported RICS analysis results for measurements on larger volume
droplets 50 µL ad 100 nL, respectively.
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Figure 4.17: BTN* binding to STV obtained from measurements on 50 µL volume samples in
microwell plates. Typical spatial autocorrelation functions and relative fits with residuals of
Atto655-biotin (BTN*) (20 nM) (a) and of the Streptavidin-Atto655-biotin (STV-BTN*) complex
(b) obtained from microwell plates. In (c), histograms showing diffusion coefficient distribution for
BTN* (light blue bars) and STV-BTN* complex (pink bars) obtained from measurements in
microwell plates. Black lines representing Gaussian distributions centered at D mean values are
reported as an eye guidelines.
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Figure 4.18: BTN* binding to STV in 100 nL droplets. Spatial autocorrelation functions and
relative fits with residuals of BTN* (20 nM) (a) and of the STV-BTN* complex (b) obtained from
100 nL aqueous droplets. In (c), histograms showing diffusion coefficients distribution for BTN*
(light blue bars) and STV-BTN* complex (pink bars) obtained from measurements in 100 nL
aqueous droplets. Black lines representing Gaussian distributions centered at D mean values are
reported as an eye guidelines.
Data reported in figure 4.16 together with results in Table 4.1 point out that the molecular
concentration is not modified by printing. Note that the G(0) values for STV-BTN* and BTN*
droplets are equivalent on all the volume range, that is consistent with the presence only of bound
BTN* as expected in large excess of STV.

Volume (nL)
5·104

D (BTN*) (µm2/s)
260.7 ± 60.6

G(0)

D (STV-BTN*) (µm2/s)

G(0)

0.015 ± 0.003

57.9 ± 8.9

0.012 ± 0.002

102

252.4 ± 50.1

0.012 ± 0.002

54.8 ±9 .1

0.013 ± 0.002

100

254.4 ± 51.1

0.018 ± 0.002

60.7 ± 10.5

0.015 ± 0.003
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10-1

220.4 ± 51.8

0.014 ± 0.003

45.2 ± 14.6

0.015 ± 0.003

Table 4.1: Comparison of average diffusion coefficients (D) and G0 values obtained from ten
measurements on samples of different volumes (5·104 – 100 nL).
Typically, concentration range employed in RICS are comprised between 10-100 nM in order to
obtain reliable image correlation functions, as reported by Brown et al.8. The possibility to employ
nanomolar-scale concentrations for binding assays in liquid phase droplets is a clear advantage of
our CADRICS method in comparison with established approaches, since binding assays are
conducted at pico-to nano-liter scale, with molecular consumptions as low as 1-10 attomoles scale
per single droplet permitting to extract molecular diffusion parameters and binding dynamics
information comparable to macrovolumes (microliter scale).
Notably, whereas 1 nL droplets were totally stable against leakage for several hours, aqueous
droplet stability was affected at 100 pL volume range, likely due to the high surface/volume ratio 20.
Many previous reports state that the mechanical stresses occurring during the printing process can
affect the protein structure and hence its activity due to the compression and shear stresses by the
droplet ejection21,14. Remarkably, we here found that inkjet printing processes in aqueous based
inks does not affect the STV binding activity towards BTN* without employing any additives (i.e.
glycerol or PEG). Moreover, the fact that solution concentrations are not affected by the printing
process indicates that inkjet printing of STV aqueous solutions does not lead to significant protein
adsorption on print-head surfaces, as it would be expected in the case of dilute protein inks22 due to
the coupling of adsorption kinetics with convection-diffusion phenomena in the microchannels23.
This fact is likely due to the fact that tween-20 is able to prevent colloidal aggregation of
biomolecules17,5, thus avoiding protein adsorption on surfaces24. Thus, given the mild printing
conditions of our nanomolar concentrated aqueous based ink spiked with 0.05 % tween-20, the
excellent stability in mineral oil against leakage, and the optimal correspondence of D and G(0)
values between macroscopic and microscopic volumes, we selected 1 nL droplet volume as the
optimal condition for further application of our CADRICS methodology in investigating proteinligand interactions.
4.3.3 Biochemical assays in confined compartments
To demonstrate that CADRICS is useful for programming confined droplet arrays suitable for
biochemical assays, displacement tests assessing biomolecular interactions on droplets containing
mixtures of BTN*, BTN and STV at nanomolar concentrations were carried out. Accordingly, we
varied the [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio in order to test the competition between BTN and BTN* towards
binding to STV in 1 nL confined droplets. We firstly investigated BTN* interaction with STV in a
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stoichiometric ratio of 4:1 (40 nM BTN*, 10 nM STV) and then, we added BTN at the
concentration range of 40-320 nM to compete with BTN* binding to STV.
In figure 4.19 RICS results for BTN*-STV system in the stoichiometric ratio 4:1.

Figure 4.19: Spatial autocorrelation functions and relative fits with residuals of BTN* (40 nM) (a)
and of the STV-BTN* complex in presence of the stoichiometric amount of STV (10 nM) (b)
obtained from measurements 1 nL droplets.
In figure 4.20a we report representative 256x256 fluorescence confocal microscopy images of the
droplets as function of the [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio. As it can be seen the measured fluorescence
intensity increases with the [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio. Atto 655 fluorescence quantum yield decreases as
BTN* binds STV, this effect being explained by Buschmann et al.24 as due to the interaction of
Atto 655 with tryptophan residues in the STV binding site. The average measured fluorescence
intensity is reported in figure 4.20b as a function of the [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio. Fluorescence
intensity reaches a plateau values at concentrations in which BTN is in large excess with respect to
BTN* so that, assuming that BTN and BTN* have the same affinity towards STV25, at high [BTN]
essentially all BTN* are freely diffusing in the confined droplet. In figure 4.20c, the D values
calculated from one component RICS analysis is reported for droplets at increasing BTN
concentration. The observed increase of average D value qualitatively demonstrates the presence of
free BTN* molecules in droplet due to the BTN competitive binding to STV. Since STV has four
binding sites for BTN* or BTN, quantitative investigation in this system is quite challenging given
that the binding interaction of BTN* to STV in presence of BTN, is expected to form STV-BTN4,
STV-BTN1(BTN3*), STV-BTN2(BTN2*), STV-BTN3(BTN1*) and STV-(BTN4*) species, all
having approximately the same D but different brightness due to the different number of BTN*
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molecules bound to STV. Also, one has to consider that BTN* fluorescence is partially quenched
when bound to STV26. However, it is still possible to carry out a semi-quantitative evaluation of
BTN vs. BTN* competition towards binding to STV.

Figure 4.20: Competitive inhibition in 1 nL confined aqueous compartments. (a) 256x256
representative fluorescence confocal images of 1 nL droplets. All aqueous droplets contain 40 nM
BTN* - 10 nM STV. [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio is progressively increased in the droplet corresponding
to [BTN] values of 40 nM, 80 nM, 160 nM, 240 nM and 320 nM. The droplet on the right contains
free BTN* as reference. Scale bar is equal to 100 µm. (b) Average fluorescence intensity measured
in the droplets. (c) Diffusion coefficient obtained from one component RICS analysis as a function
of molar fraction between BTN and BTN*. (d) Normalised amplitude G1(0)/G(0) (red dots) and
G2(0)/G(0) (blue dots).
In fact, from RICS it is also possible to carry out multicomponent analysis as described by Ilaste et
al.27 who derived an analytical expression for autocorrelation function in case of two diffusing
species with different diffusion coefficients. From their expression, it is possible to obtain:
γ
G(0) =
∙ (𝑛̅1 + 𝑛̅2 )
(𝑛̅1 + 𝑛̅2 )2
In which 𝑛̅1 and 𝑛̅2 are the concentrations of the species having molecular diffusion D1 and D2. By
defining G(0) = 𝑛̅

γ
̅2
1+ 𝑛

and the molar fraction χi =𝑛̅
G(0) = G(0)

𝑛̅𝑖
̅2
1+ 𝑛

, it is possible to obtain:

𝑛̅1
𝑛̅2
+ G(0)
𝑛̅1 + 𝑛̅2
𝑛̅1 + 𝑛̅2

Which finally gives:
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G(0) = G(0) ∙ χ1 + G(0) ∙ χ2
This can be rewritten as:
G(0) = G(0)1 + G(0)2
In which we define G1 = G(0) ∙ χ1 as the G(0) value for the slow diffusing species and G2 = G(0) ∙
χ2 as the G(0) value for the rapid diffusing species.
So, it was possible to fit RICS autocorrelation function using two components, the slow component
relative to bound BTN* species - see above - (fixed at D = 50 µm2/s) and the fast component due to
freely diffusing BTN* (fixed at D = 200 µm2/s) in order to qualitatively evaluate the relative
amounts of bound and free BTN* in the aqueous droplets. In figure 4.20d we report the normalised
amplitude of the autocorrelation function G2(0)/G(0) and G1(0)/G(0) 27, being G(0)= G1(0) + G2(0).
Note that G1(0) represents the amplitude of slow diffusion component and G2(0) is the amplitude of
fast diffusion component. As expected, the ratio G1(0)/G(0) decreases with the molar fraction
between BTN and BTN*, given the competition of BTN towards BTN* on binding with STV.
Similar results were observed in macroscopic volumes (Fig. 4.21 and 4.22).

Figure 4.21: Spatial autocorrelation functions and relative fits with residuals of of BTN* (40 nM)
(a) and of the STV-BTN* complex in presence of the stoichiometric amount of STV (10 nM) (b)
obtained from measurements on 100 nL droplets.
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Figure 4.22: Competitive inhibition reactions in 100 nL droplets. (a) 256x256 representative
fluorescence confocal images of 100 nL drops injected in oil matrices. All aqueous droplets contain
40 nM BTN* -10 nM STV. [BTN]/[BTN*] ratio is progressively increased in the droplet corresponding to [BTN] values of 40 nM, 80 nM, 160 nM, 240 nM and 320 nM. Drop on the right
contains free BTN* as reference. Scale bar is equal to 100 µm. (b) Average fluorescence intensity
measured in the droplets. (c) Diffusion coefficients obtained from one component RICS analysis
as a function of molar fraction between BTN and BTN*. (d) Normalised amplitude G1(0)/G(0)
(red dots) and G2(0)/G(0) (blue dots).
CADRICS combines, for the first time, confined aqueous droplet dispensing by inkjet printing (in
absence of viscous or humectants additives) with detection by RICS. Accordingly, in contrast to
existing technological platforms, we demonstrate significant improvements in turns of mildness of
fabrication (i.e. no need for external or pyroeletrohydrodynamic28 or electrohydrodynamic29 jets),
sensitivity (up to few molecules), low consumption of reagents (nanoliter droplets with nanomolar
concentrations of biomolecules) and precise mimicking of biological native condition in droplets.
We achieve this result by coupling the aqueous inkjet printing of biomolecules in native biological
conditions at unprecedented diluted concentrations (i.e. nanomolar concentration) to the fewmolecule sensitivity of RICS. We here take advantage of inkjet printing to produce droplets having
volumes from picoliter to nanoliter scale.
The results of this work have led to the publication of an article entitled “Monitoring few molecular
binding events in scalable confined aqueous compartments by raster image correlation
spectroscopy (CADRICS)” on Lab on a Chip journal (Lab. Chip. 24, 4666–4676 (2016)).
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5 Molecular Confinement in fL Aqueous Compartments
Biological compartmentalization is a fundamental principle of life that allows cells to metabolize,
propagate, or communicate with their environment. Today much research is devoted to
understanding this basic principle and to harness biomimetic compartments and catalytic cascades
as tools for technological processes1. Molecular confinement is known to lead to acceleration of
molecular dynamics by decreasing spatial dimensions of the confining space, along with surface
effects due to interactions with the molecular container’s walls 2. Nature employs confinement in
molecularly crowded, heterogeneous, specialized femtoliter (fL) compartments inside living cells
for spontaneously achieving higher reaction efficiency and spatial-programming of complex, multistep biochemical processes3. Man-made aqueous compartments can trigger the formation of
heterogeneous environments with unique properties4,5. However, current compartment fabrication
approaches impose constrains in terms of fluid composition and conductivity6–9 and are not able to
combine crowding and confinement which hamper general application on bespoke systems.
In this chapter we show a novel printing approach to produce stable fL-scale aqueous droplets
inside mineral oil for studying molecular confinement. We tailor the fabrication of fL droplets by a
“field-free” -i.e. in absence of electrolytes7 - piezoelectric inkjet printing in which a novel actuating
waveform is used to produce femtoliter scale aqueous droplets by picoliter sized nozzles.
The droplets form an almost-regular circular droplet network pattern at the border of mineral oil
droplet, given their negligible frictional force in mineral oil phase. Molecules in such fL scale
compartments form ring patterns at the surfactant/oil interface due to spontaneous adsorption
phenomena at the interface which, finally, bring to molecular concentration at the border and
depletion at bulk. Inside fL droplets solute-solvent and solvent driven solute-solute interactions are
modified with respect to bulk case as demonstrated by variation of fluorescence life time of
environmental-sensitive molecules. By fluorescence life-time imaging (FLIM) on single droplets,
we show that molecular confinement leads to a decrease of fluorescence life-time of environmentsensitive molecular systems (such as Streptavidin-Biotin or FITC dye), but not to significant
increase of local viscosity-sensitive molecules (CCVJ dye) or environment insensitive dyes (Alexa
dyes). Confinement at ring pattern leads to molecular crowding, likely due to co-adsorption at the
aqueous/oil interface of biomolecules and surfactants.
We exploit such confinement process by a model DNA beacon molecular machine, finding out that
fluorescence signal switching-on is triggered at lower DNA target concentrations with respect to
macrovolumes. Therefore, self-assembled annular-patterns constitute a totally novel tool for
investigating molecular dynamics in confined and crowded environments.
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5.1 Materials and Methods
5.1.1 Chemicals and solutions preparation
Water-in-oil droplet microarrays have been fabricated on coverslip glasses (Corning 24 × 50 mm,
cover glass) made from borosilicate glass (0.13–0.16 thick) which are compatible with confocal
microscopy set-ups.
All solutions were prepared in ultrapure Millipore water (Direct Q-UV filtration system, 18.2 MΩ
cm). The pH was controlled by a pH meter (pH 700, Eutech Instruments).
With the exception of DNA molecular machines, a buffer containing 100 mM phosphate buffer
aqueous solution (pH 7.4), 0.05% v/v Tween-20 (polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitanmonolaurate,
Sigma Aldrich), and 0.03% w/v F108 poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-blockpoly(ethylene glycol) was employed for all the experiments. In the case of DNA molecular
machines solutions, NaCl at the final concentration of 50 mM was added at the previous buffer
composition.
The following molecular systems solutions were employed at these final concentrations: Alexa 647
10 μM (Alexa Fluor® 647 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester, ThermoFisher Scientific), FITC 10
μM (Fluorescein Sodium, suitable for fluorescence, Sigma Aldrich), BSA-FITC 10 μM (AlbuminFluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate bovine, Sigma Aldrich), BSA 1.2 µM (Sigma Aldrich,
lyophilized powred, ≥96.0% agarose gel electrophoresis) and FITC 10 µM mixture, CCVJ 10 μM
(9-(2-Carboxy-2-cyanovinyl)julolidine Sigma Aldrich suitable for fluorescence, ≥97.0% HPLC),
BSA 10 µM and CCVJ 10 µM mixture, ANS 3 μM (8-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid, Sigma
Aldrich), BSA 10 µM and ANS 3 µM mixture. DNA molecular beacon solution was prepared from
a 100 nM stock solution, and finally diluted to 10 nM in all the experiments.
DNA Target 15-mer (5’-DNPtttttttttttttttCGAATTAGGCTATAC-3’) was prepared from a 10 µM
stock solution and was employed at concentrations ranging from 1 nM to 1μM. DNA molecular
beacon (t(Alexa555) gagcg GTA TAG CCT AAT TCG cgctc t (BHQ2) ctgtcactttctgag -3’) and
DNA target incubation was carried out for 30 minutes at room temperature.
Stock solutions of Atto655-biotin (Bio-Reagent, suitable for fluorescence, Sigma Aldrich) were
prepared in anhydrous DMSO and diluted at 4 μM. Streptavidin (4 μM) (from Streptomyces
avidinii affinity purified, lyophilized from 10 mM potassium phosphate, Sigma Aldrich) /Atto655biotin (4 μM) incubation was carried outfor 30 minutes at room temperature.
5.1.2 Functionalization of glass surfaces
Glass coverslips were extensively rinsed in ethanol and water to remove organic contaminants.
After that they were treated with a UV Ozone Cleaner – ProCleaner (BioforceNanosciences) for 30
minutes in order to increase the hydrophylicity of the surface. Subsequently, the coverslips were
coated with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane (2% v/v in ethanol) by sandwich
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incubation method for 1 hr at room temperature (see figure 4.1). Subsequently to coating with
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane, the slides were washed with ethanol and put in oven
at 110 °C for 1 hr. After that, the coverslips are stored dry at -20°C until use.
5.1.3 Molecular inkjet dispensing
Picoliter droplets were dispensed on glass substrates by using a Dimatix Materials Printer (DMP2800, Fuji Film) reported in figure 4.2.
Mineral oil droplets were dispensed by using double pulse waveform at 5 kHz and 10 pL jetting
cartridges at temperatures of 33°C and at voltages of 28 V. An ensemble of 1000 droplets of oil
(drop-to-drop pitch of 5 μm) formed a single droplet of 10 nL by coalescence. We fabricated
mineral oil microarrays in the form of a 4×2 format of 10 nL drops with a spacing of 1 mm. On the
top of these droplets, fL-scale droplets were dispensed by using designed “spiked” waveform and 1
pL jetting cartridges at room temperature and at voltages between 13 V and 15 V.
5000 fL droplets of aqueous ink were printed on top of mineral oil droplets (a drop-to-drop pitch of
40 μm was set to avoid droplets coalescence). The fL-scale droplets were completely engulfed
inside the mineral oil, lying at the border of the mineral oil droplets.
5.1.4 Confocal microscopy and FLIM analysis
Confocal images of fL droplets were acquired in one channel with an Olympus FluoView1200
confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus) using 60x 1.35 NA objective. We used 515 nm
laser to excite the Alexa 555 dye of DNA molecular beacon. The bandwidth of the emission filter
used for the red emission channel is 550-650 nm. Data were collected in the photon-counting
mode. The scan area was 512x512 pixels, the pixel size was set at 0.05 μm and the scan speed was
4 μs/pixel, (line time was 2.120 ms and frame time was 0.564 s).
Droplets confocal images were exported with FV10-ASW 4.1 Viewer. By means of the images
processing and analysis program Image J (1.46r version) we obtained the parameters related to the
size and shape of the fL droplets encapsulated with inkjet printing into mineral oil droplets. From
an average of 120 fL aqueous droplets in oil, we obtained average values of diameter and perimeter
of 3.5 µm ± 1.0 µm and 10 µm ± 2 µm, respectively. The thick of fL ring-pattern is less than 1 µm.
For FLIM analysis 256 × 256 pixels image stacks were sequentially acquired using a Leica TCS
SP5 confocal scanning microscope with a 63x oil objective (Leica Microsystems, Germany,
Fig.5.1). Measures were performed with a frequency of 200 kHz. 2-Photon excitation was set at
780 nm (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai Ti:Sa ultra-fast laser) for ANS and ANS/BSA mixture, using a
detection range of 400-650 nm, a laser power of 2% and a pinhole of 600 μm. For CCVJ and
CCVJ/BSA system 2-Photon excitation was set at 830 nm and the emission range at 450-650 nm.
The white laser was used for FITC, Alexa 647, Atto655-BTN, DNA molecular beacon and was set
at 488 nm, 647 nm, 655 nm, 515 nm, respectively.
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Fluorescence decay was initially evaluated with SymPhotime Analysis software, subsequently
FLIM images were exported and analyzed using the SimFCS 3.0 program (Laboratory for
Fluorescence Dynamics, University of California, Irvine, CA) to calculate fluorescence lifetime
with the phasor method10.

Figure 5.1: Leica TCS SP5 confocal scanning microscope, Leica Microsystems, Germany.

5.2 Sub-nozzle Resolution Inkjet Printing
In inkjet printing operation, for a normal input pulse consisting in a pushing stage and then a
pulling stage, the droplet size is usually similar or slightly larger than the nozzle size. This
boundary condition is due to the fact that during the pushing stage, the meniscus formed at the exit
and protruding from the nozzle. The size of the meniscus is dependent on the boundary conditions
imposed by the orifice’s walls. In order to reduce droplet size without reducing nozzle size, efforts
have considered the application of double polarity square waves11. This approach shows drawbacks
since it leads to the generation of unwanted satellites along with the main droplet. An alternative
approach is to impose oscillating conditions onto the protruded meniscus as it is exits the nozzle. 12
This approach also shows issues due to the strict dependence on the imposed oscillation frequency
and can be influenced by manufacturing defects within the nozzle orifice. A recent report
demonstrate the possibility to scale droplet size down to submicrometer scale by sucking back the
liquid from a sessile droplet initially suspended from a nozzle without applying external fields 13.
However, the generation of droplets depends upon the Rayleigh-Plateau instability and requires
high Capillary number and thus suits better for high viscosity and low surface tension inks.
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We here considered the singularity14 that the Navier-Stokes equations (i.e. the equations that can be
applied to describe the motion of viscous fluid substances) form as the height of the fluid neck goes
to zero – i.e. close to pinch-off. In this situation, the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation have a
scaling form characterized by a set of universal exponents. The natural length and time units of
singularity are given by:
lv=η2 /γρ and tv=η3/γ2ρ
in which η is the viscosity, ρ is the density and γ is the surface tension.
Length and time distances from singularity are measured by z’=(z – z0)/lv and t’=(t – t0)/tv. In the
pinch region, meaning that |z’| « 1 and t’ « 1, h(z,t) and v(z,t) are expected to have the scaling form:
h(z,t) = lvt’α1φ(z’/t’β)
v(z,t) = (lv/tv)t’α2Ψ(z’/t’β)
The correct exponents α1, α2 and β can be inferred from dimensional analysis by seeking for
regularity properties of the functions h and v as one of the physical parameters η, γ or ρ goes to
zero. From the mathematical analysis of Eggers14, the width of the pinch region scales like t’1/2,
whereas the height of the liquid thread scales like t’. This means that, the droplet at the moment of
pinch-off forms a long and thin neck as t’ →0. The expression for the minimum height h min and
maximum velocity vmax are given by: hmin=0.0304(γ/η)(t0 - t) and vmax= 3.07(η/ρ)1/2(t0 - t)-½.
Eggers demonstrated the usefulness of his model by predicting the minimum height h min and
maximum velocity vmax for pinching-off of glycerol.
In this work, we show the possibility to obtain, for the first time, a liquid thread with the lowest
possible volume (at femtoliter scale) from a 10 µm microfluidics by striving to reach such
singularity. This approach would permit to reach the lowest possible droplet volume, and would be
applicable to different nozzle length scales, given that the behaviour is scale-free. Importantly, the
jetting time has to be selected as minimum possible for the inkjet device (i.e. 0.5 microseconds in
our case). Accordingly, such “spiked” wave is followed by a longer phase at zero voltage in order
to facilitate sucking back into the nozzle. In this scenario, we had to firstly investigate the effect of
jetting potential upon liquid thread length and stability. Whereas pinch-off time is not strictly
dependent upon jetting voltage15, the length of the liquid thread at pinch-off from the nozzle exit is
known to increase as a function of jetting voltage. The liquid thread exiting from nozzle is able to
contract into a single drop without breaking up if the length of liquid thread at pinch-off, lb, does
not exceed a limiting value lb* as from the following equation15:
lb
1
l∗b
<𝜁 ∗ +2=
R noz
αmax
R noz
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where Rnoz is the radius of the nozzle; ζ = (C2-C1)·a is a measure of the times difference for the
formation of the droplets at the nozzle exit C1 and at complete pinch-off C2, being a constant value.
ζ is usually comprised between 0.9 and 1.1; αmax* is given by the following expression:
1
9
3
∗
𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
= √ 𝑥 2 (1 − 𝑥 2 ) + 𝑥 4 − 𝑂ℎ ·𝑥 2
2
4
2
where
𝑥2 =

1
2 + √18 ∙ 𝑂ℎ

in which Oh is the Ohnesorge number which is given by:
𝜇
𝑂ℎ =
√𝜌𝜎𝐿
Where
ρ is the liquid density (g/cm3)
σ is the surface tension (dyne/cm)
L is the characteristic length scale (i.e drop diameter)
μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (cP)
From this model, it turns out that for our aqueous ink, by considering that surface tension is
∗
decreased up to 30mN/m, we obtain that Oh is almost 0.083, being 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥
is equal to 0.705 which

determine a

l∗b
Rnoz

ratio of about 3.4.

From the previously explained singularity condition for length lv=η2 /γρ and time (tv=η3/γ2ρ), we
find that values are respectively on the order of 30 nm and 0.025 µs. In our experimental
conditions, we set total actuation time equal to 0.5 µs, which leads to a h min in the order of around 1
micron. Importantly, model from Eggers14 predicts that liquid thread forms a long and thin neck
(width of the pinch region scales like t’1/2, whereas the height of the liquid thread scales like t’).
l∗

Since t’<< 1, the R b ratio is expected to be higher than previously calculated threshold values and
noz

hence, it leads to the formation of satellites.
We experimentally found out that jetting potential (investigated in the range from 15 V to 40 V),
significantly affected droplet emission dynamics at the same drop jetting time phase (i.e. 0.5 µs)
(Fig. 5.2). As previously predicted, ejected drop leads to the formation of satellites already at very
low jetting voltages (i.e. 14-15 V). A rounded satellite droplet is formed at the front of the jetted
liquid thread, having a droplet radius of few microns, in accord with Eggers’ model14. Remarkably,
the remaining part of the droplet is sucked back in the nozzle- thus not contributing to increasing
droplet volume.
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On the other side, by increasing jetting voltage to 20 – 25 V, in addition to the femtoliter scale
droplet, the main droplet also pinches off from the nozzle, because liquid thread length increases by
increasing jetting voltage, being respectively 30 µm at 20 V and 35 microns at 25 V. This thread
finally retracts and forms another droplet with higher volume (around 6-7 times the droplet
diameter) in addition to the first one.
At 30-35 V, the liquid thread which pinches off from nozzle still increases its length up to 60 µm
and brings to the formation of two droplets. At the highest possible jetting voltage (i.e. 40 V),
liquid thread reaches almost 65 µm length and gives rise three droplets. Accordingly, whereas
pinch-off length and thus droplet formation is clearly dependent upon jetting voltage, pinch-off
time is not dependent on pinch-off voltage as expected15.
On the other side, by increasing jetting voltage (>18 V), the ejected liquid thread gives rise to the
typical picoliter scale spherical droplet without liquid thread contraction back in the nozzle.
Finally, by increasing jetting voltage to higher values (>30 V), liquid tongue increased in size also
resulting in multiple droplet breakups and satellites formation (Fig. 5.3). This means that
application of low voltage jetting is also beneficial for jetting frequency did not produce significant
variations on droplet speed and shape.

Figure 5.2: (a) Effect of Jetting Voltage on Pinch-off length and Pinch-off time, i.e. respectively,
length at which droplet detaches from nozzle and time at detachment occurs. (b) Droplet speed as a
function of Jetting Voltage by employing “spike” waveform at te = 0.5 µs.

Figure 5.3. Stroboscopic images showing droplet jetting by “spike” waveform at 40 V of a solution
containing 4µM of atto655-BTN (0.03% F-108, 0.05% Tween20).
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5.3 Self-assembled Aqueous Confinement Platform
Differently from above reported artificial platforms, molecular evolution has chosen to adopt both
strategies confinement and crowding by combining a high-volume fraction of macromolecules and
static barriers to molecular movement in order to increase efficacy of biochemical reactions. There
is then an urgent need to adopt a general strategy to fabricate crowded and confined bespoke
environments to truly characterize the behaviour of artificial and biochemical reaction systems in
evolutionary selected conditions. An ideal solution to the fabrication of compartment is constituted
by printing. In fact, in comparison with microfluidic setups or emulsification methods, printing
approaches are suitable for addressable production of droplets, automation and operation under
digital control16,17,18. Among printing techniques, inkjet printing represents an ideal choice, given
its simplicity, additive nature and adaptability to inks of different nature. We already showed that
homogenous nanoliter scale environments can be easily assembled by inkjet printing, allowing for
the investigation of few molecular binding interactions inside aqueous droplet arrays19. Droplets by
inkjet printing are normally up to picoliter scale, being droplet size dependent on the nozzle size,
which is typically not below 10 µm. Recent approaches show the possibility to reduce droplets
volume down to the attoliter scale by <10 µm nozzle radius20 or by electric field aided
hydrodynamically dispensing13, however these approaches respectively can cause nozzle clogging
or require electrolyte media support in the solution.
Here, a novel actuating waveform that permits to assemble for the first time fL aqueous droplets
from 10 µm size nozzles, by a “field-free” piezoelectric inkjet, is shown. Autonomous molecular
assembly of molecular annulus at the interface with oil phase triggers a unique synergy of
molecular confinement and crowding inspired by natural systems. We show potentiality of the
approach by accelerating the hybridization-driven opening of a DNA molecular beacon in presence
of target sequence.
We design a novel waveform signal (Fig. 5.4a) which is able to produce fL droplet dispensing by
our three phases waveform. Whereas only the second phase corresponds to droplet jetting (i.e. t e),
the first and thirds parts permit to pull back liquid tongue in the nozzle orifice. We printed an
aqueous ink containing 0.03% (v/v) of F-108 copolymer (poly(ethylene glycol)-blockpoly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)) and 0.05% Tween 20 by the proposed “spike”
waveform. Our selected ink is aqueous and thus, leads to satellites production. Intentionally, we
chose a te (ejection time) value to be the minimum possible time interval selectable for our device
(i.e 0.5 µs) in order to meet the singularity criterion demonstrated by Eggers’s model which
predicts reduction of droplet size by reducing droplet formation time14 (Fig. 5.4b). At low jetting
voltages (14 V- 16 V and droplet speeds of about 4 m/s), the liquid thread exiting from nozzle
resulted in a front spherical sub-nozzle size droplet detaching from the main liquid thread (see Fig.
5.4c). At the same time, the remaining liquid thread remained in the nozzle since it was pulled
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inside it by the second phase of the waveform (90 µs duration). At higher voltages, liquid thread
was ejected together with droplet (see Fig. 5.4d). Details on the effects of jetting voltages have
been reported in Chapter 5.

Figure 5.4: Aqueous femtoliter droplet dispensing by “spike”waveform. (a) Piezoelectric driving
“spike” waveform for ejecting femtoliter scale droplets from picoliter scale nozzles. The ejection
phase is equal to 0.5 µs. Pulling phase lasts 90 µs (teis time of droplet ejection, Ve is the jetting
potential at droplet ejection). (b) Droplet jetting dynamics as a function of t e (time of ejection).
Stroboscopic images showing droplet jetting by “spike” waveform at 12 V. (c) and at 25 V (d) of a
solution containing 4µM of Atto655-BTN (0.03% F-108, 0.05% Tween20). Femtoliter scale
spherical droplet pinches-off at 20 µs (see red circle), whereas liquid tail remains attached at the
nozzle exit and eventually is pulled back after 34 µs (see green circle), so permitting to reduce
droplet volume below nozzle size. Blue circle denotes a droplet formed at 25 V in case liquid
thread exiting nozzle coalesces into a single nozzle-sized droplet.

In comparison with picoliter-sized droplets, fL droplets experience a significantly lower frictional
force (also defined as Stokes’ drag) in mineral oil whilst moving in the mineral oil at speeds of
about 4 m/s by ejecting them at the same speed of picoliter scale droplets. The expression of the
Stokes’ drag is the following:
Fd =6πηrv
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in which η is the dynamic viscosity, r is the radius of the spherical droplet and v is the flow
velocity relative to the object.
At similar dynamic viscosity and flow velocity, frictional force for femtoliter droplets would be 6-7
times lower than that for picoliter droplets – hence their trajectory is longer until they reach the
border of the oil droplet, forming an almost-regular droplet network pattern, arranged according to
a circular geometry (see Fig. 5.5a and 5.5b). Self-assembling of an adsorptive molecular layer with thickness on the scale of hundreds of nanometers for 0.1-1 µM concentrated solutions - occurs
in time scale of seconds at water/oil interface according to models - i.e. adsorption isotherms such
as Frumkin and Szyszkowski isotherms21 based on the Fick’s transient diffusion law. Confinement
at border is a concentration-dependent phenomenon, being more evident for 0.1-100 nM bulk
concentration range, leading to molecular depletion of internal zone, whereas at micromolar
concentration, concentration of inner zone is only reduced with respect to the droplet border.
Molecules and surfactant molecules compete in the process of absorption at the interface. However,
we chose surfactant concentrations higher than molecules dissolved in the droplet, so that
surfactant confine at the water/oil interface in order to leave molecules apart from the interface
with oil phase22, leading to molecular confinement at PEG-PPG-stabilized interfaces (Fig. 5.5 c).

Figure 5.5: Self-assembled molecular annular confinement at water/oil interface. (a) Sequential
preparation of fL aqueous compartments inside nL-scale mineral oil droplets. Molecules
spontaneously self-assemble 500-nm thick ring at the water/oil interface. (b) Fluorescence images
of Alexa 647 (10µM) fL droplets showing ring-assembly. (c) Scheme of the spontaneous molecular
ring assembly of F108 and molecules (red circles), in which Jads is the adsorptive flux, Jdes is the
desorptive flux and Jint is the internal source flux. Jint results from the reorganization of adsorbed
molecules at the water/oil interface. (d) Droplets size and corresponding ring-thickness (average of
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120 droplets). Average value of ring thickness is in agreement with values predicted by Frumkinisotherm numerical models for adsportion at water/oil interface by excluding electrostatic effects.

5.4 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Analysis
5.4.1 Molecular confinement of molecular probes in fL droplets
Coupling of molecular crowding and confinement is investigated by fluorescence life time imaging
microscopy (FLIM) on probe molecules. In general, fluorescence lifetime (τ) measures the
exponential decay rate (via time) of a fluorophore from the its excited state to the radiative
fluorescence emission23. τ, here obtained by phasors approach, is highly sensitive to the multiple
aspects of local fluorophore environment within 10-0.1 nm length scale. Remarkably, molecules
which are environmental insensitive (such as Alexa fluorophores – i.e. Alexa 647) do not display
any significative difference in τ when ring-confined as can be seen in Fig. 5.6a (10 µM, τbulk = 1 ns,
τfL= 1 ns)). On the other hand, environmental sensitive molecules such as FITC shows a decrease
of τ between bulk and fL droplets (10 µM, τbulk = 4 ns, τfL= 2 ns) (Fig. 5.6b). This is likely due to
self-quenching effects – i.e. non-radiative energy migration between FITC neighbouring molecules.
The distance for FITC-FITC interaction that leads to self-quenching is reported to be on the order
of 5 nm, according to mechanisms dye dimerization, energy transfer to non-fluorescent dimers and
also collisional quenching interactions between dye monomers.24 Viscosity in fL droplets is not
significantly modified with respect to bulk (10 µM concentration, both 0.2 ns) (Fig. 5.6c) as probed
by a model molecular rotor CCVJ, 9-(2-Carboxy-2-cyanovinyl)julolidine, whose fluorescence
lifetime increases in presence of highly-viscous environments25. We finally sought to investigate
molecular crowding effects by measuring τ on FITC as conjugate with Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA-FITC 10 µM) or as in mixture with the same protein (BSA 1.2 µM and FITC 10 µM). τ
values in fL are almost equal between mixture and conjugate (τfL = 0.5 ns) and are both lower than
corresponding bulk solution values (τmix = 4 ns and τconjugate = 2 ns); this demonstrates that molecular
crowding effectively takes place (Fig. 5.6d).
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Figure 5.6: Coupling of molecular crowding and confinement in fL-droplets. (a) Environmental
insensitive Alexa 647 (10 µM) shows τ(bulk) = τ(fL). (b) Environmental sensitive Fluorescein
(FITC) show significative decrease in τ n fL-droplets with respect to bulk. (c) Molecular
viscosimeter CCVJ does not show any increase of τ in fL-droplets, thus demonstrating lack of local
viscous increase at confinement. (d) Mixture of BSA and FITC (BSA 1.2 µM and FITC 10 µM)
and BSA-FITC conjugate (10 µM) result in an identical τ, demonstrating the simultaneous presence
of confinement and crowding.
Protein conformation is affected by molecular crowding and confinement in fL droplets. We prove
this by employing ANS (8-Anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid) probe, which is able to interact
with hydrophobic domains of proteins26, causing an increase of τ. We found a decrease in
fluorescence lifetime (τ) of ANS in mixture with BSA from bulk to fL (τbulk = 11 ns vs τfL = 3.4 ns),
likely because of the lower protein surface exposure to the dye due to a more compact protein
structure, in accord with crowding theory2.On the other hand, CCVJ probe shows an increase of τ
in presence of BSA from τbulk = 0.6 ns to τfL (center) = 1.1 ns and τfL (edge) = 0.7 ns. This is due to
the higher rigidity of the microenvironment which also inhibits the intramolecular rotation, leading
to an increase in CCVJ quantum yield, and thus fluorescence lifetime 27 (Fig. 5.7). CCVJ and ANS
in presence of BSA lead to a heterogeneous distribution of fluorescence lifetimes: τ fL (edge) < τfL
(center). This behaviour can be explained by a concentration gradient of BSA in the droplet, due to
the unbalance of negative charges due to the anionic characters of the probes which impedes
confinement at the border whilst maintaining crowding; remarkably, all confinements model
proposed so far have always neglected electrostatic effects. These observations permit to conclude
that confinement at border modifies spectroscopic properties of probes molecules (Table 5.1),
albeit not affecting local viscosity since PEG-PPG is mainly at interface with oil phase, reduces
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available volume due to the PEG-induced depletion force which increases molecular local
concentration and likely modifies conformation of protein molecules, as known from confinement
effects in droplets which tend to compact protein structures28.

Figure 5.7: (a) Fluorescence lifetimes (τ) of fL droplets containing ANS (3 µM) in comparison
with bulk values. (b) Fluorescence lifetimes (τ) of fL droplets containing BSA (10 µM) mixed
with ANS (3 µM) in comparison with bulk values. (c) Fluorescence lifetimes (τ) of fL droplets
containing BSA (10 µM) mixed with CCVJ (10 µM) in comparison with bulk values. For both (b)
(BSA +ANS) and (c) (BSA + CCVJ) cases, droplets form heterogeneous distribution of τ (lower
value at droplet edge, higher value at droplet center).

τ (ns)
50 uL

fL droplets

Alexa647 10 µM

1

1

Atto655-BTN 4 µM

2.2

2.3

Atto655-BTN 4 µM + STV 4 µM

1.1

0.8

FITC 10 µM

4.0

2.0

BSA-FITC 10 µM

2.0

0.5

BSA 1.2 µM + FITC 10 µM

4.0

0.5

ANS 3 µM

4

1.2

BSA 10 µM + ANS 3 µM

11

7
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CCVJ 10 µM

0.2

0.2

BSA 10 µM + CCVJ 10 µM

0.6

0.7

--

0.9

0.6

0.9

MB 10 nM
MB 10 nM + Target15-mer 100 nM

Table 5.1. Fluorescence lifetime measurements on probe solutions. All values are expressed in
nanoseconds (ns) and are calculated according to phasor approach10.
Molecular interactions are known to be facilitated in confined environments3. We observed that
extremely high affinity intermolecular interactions such as Streptavidin-Biotin are totally
unmodified by confinement, also if τ of the resulting complex, but not of the labelled ligand, is
reduced in comparison with bulk solution (Fig. 5.8); this being likely explained again by possible
effects on the STV structure28.

Figure 5.8: Fluorescence lifetimes (τ) of fL droplets and corresponding bulk volumes containing
(a) Atto655-Biotin (BTN*) 4 µM, (b) Atto655-BTN (BTN*) 4 µM and Streptavidin (STV) 4 µM.
5.4.2 Molecular machines in confined and crowded environments
We tested synergic effects of confinement and crowding in fL compartments on a DNA molecular
beacon (Fig. 5.9a) whose fluorescence is triggered by the presence of an input target sequence by a
strand displacement mechanism. In absence of target, DNA machine is in OFF state – i.e. it is not
fluorescing, since dye (Alexa 555) and quencher (BHQ2) are in close proximity producing FRET.
In presence of target (Target 15-mer), single strand displacement on DNA beacon causes
conformational rearrangement which restores fluorescence. Very surprisingly, in comparison to
bulk volumes, DNA beacon in OFF state (i.e. in absence of target) showed fluorescence signal and
measurable τ (Fig. 5.9b). In ON state, DNA beacon showed increase of τ in comparison to bulk
(0.9 ns vs 0.6 ns) and an almost10-fold increase of fluorescence signal (Fig. 5.9b and Fig. 5.9c).
From these results, a different Fret Efficiency <E> is calculated between bulk (1) and fL droplets
(0.78), (see Fig. 5.9c), which can be ascribed to a more elongated DNA conformation in fL.
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Finally, signal was switched-on at one order of magnitude lower input target concentration in fL vs.
bulk (Fig. 5.9d and Fig. 5.10).

Figure 5.9: Enhanced functionality of DNA Molecular machines. (a.) Switching mechanism of a
model DNA machine by action of DNA target sequence. (b.) Phasor plots of DNA machine in
OFF (panel at left), and in ON-state (panel at right). As expected, τ increases when DNA machine
is in ON-state in fL-scale droplets. (c.) Table comparing τON, τOFF, Fret Efficiency <E> ≈ (τOFF/τON)
– 1. (d.) Fluorescence intensity plot of DNA machine as a function of DNA target concentration
showing approximately 10-fold enhanced switch to ON-state when confined.

Figure 5.10: Fluorescence confocal images of single fL droplets of DNA molecular beacon (MB
10 nM) at increasing DNA Target15-mer concentration (from 1 nM to 1 μM). Scale bar 2 μm.
Such peculiar behaviour of DNA machine under confinement can likely be ascribed to single strand
elongation phenomena which occur in DNA molecules under surface confinement in presence of
crowding agents under ψ (polymer and salt induced)-phase elongation/condensation29 (Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: DNA machine conformation in a) bulk and b) fL system.
Variation of DNA conformation in confinement is due to anisotropic osmotic pressure between the
in PEG-PPG rich interface with oil phase and the drop bulk30. As previously reported, interface
with oil phase is depleted from DNA molecules since it is mostly occupied by PEG-PPG
copolymer. The concentration gradient of PEG-PPG will result in a non-compensated osmotic
pressure transverse to the droplet interface. The osmotic pressure is able to keep away DNA from
oil interface and concentrates DNA in the adsorbate layer, resulting in an increased molecular
density and an increase in the free energy due to intramolecular excluded volume interactions. This
finally leads to elongated DNA strand parallel, as demonstrated by coarse grained Brownian
dynamics simulations30. Conformation elongation of DNA machine causes lower FRET between
fluorophore and quencher and also larger molecular scale fluctuations that make τ sensitive to local
solution viscosity - in accordance with the Förster–Hoffmann equation23. In other words, higher
elongation causes higher τ, similarly to what happens to elongated chromatin which shows higher
τ in decondensed regions in cells31. According to Brownian-based numerical models30, elongation
of DNA molecules in presence of synergic confinement and crowding effects should bring to 1015% elongation which is in accord with our data.
The results of this study suggest that the design of aqueous fL droplets by a “spike-like” jetting
waveform can lead to the assembly of a unique self-assembled aqueous confinement platform at a
water-oil interface in presence of crowding agents that can outperform naturally occurring
crowding phenomena in sub-cellular scale compartments. For the first time, molecular selfassembling is carried out in aqueous femtoliter-scale droplets in order to produce synergic effects
of confinement and crowding leading to superior functionality of a DNA molecular machine. Our
approach could be a step towards fabricating compartments for molecular confinement with
tailored properties.
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6 Dip Pen Nanolithography of oligonucleotides on glass and flexible
substrate
This chapter reports a general methodology to dispense and anchor single-stranded
oligonucleotides by Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) on two different solid surfaces, glass and
nylon, in form of ordered arrays1,2.
The work starts by the cooperation with the prof. Alessandro Desideri of University of Roma Tor
Vergata, which recently launched a research project on the creation of a diagnostic kit to determine
whether a given organism is subject to malaria, based on studies on the role of the parasite
Plasmodium for the detection of malaria, previously published in collaboration with the Danish
research team led by prof. Birgitta Knudsen of the University of Aarhus in Denmark3,4.
The research was conducted on the DNA sequences, designed in the laboratory by the research
group of prof. Knudsen (University of Aarhus). Sequences of single-stranded DNA were
hybridized in our laboratories through the techniques of microarrays.
We optimized oligonucleotides printing conditions on nylon substrate as follows. DPN operation
needs ultralow amounts of DNA (as low as 0.5 µL, 10 - 1 µM concentration) for printing thousands
of spots in a single run so reducing material consumption5. The printed oligonucleotides were
hybridized with a fluorescence-labelled complementary probe to allow the detection of the signal
and quantify DNA after DPN deposition (Fig. 6.1).

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation to print single-strand DNA sequence on solid support and
hybridize to a complementary DNA sequence.
6.1 Materials and Methods
6.1.1 DNA oligonucleotides sequences
Am-S5 linker
Sequence (5’ to 3’): [AmC6F]AGA AAA ATC CAG ACG CTC ACT GAG CGG AAG CTT CAG
TB sensor 1B-Cy5
Sequence (5’ to 3’): [Cyanine5]CAG TGA GCG TCT GGC TGA AGC TTC CGC T
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Am-S5 linker sequence has an amino group at the 5'(Am) for the covalent anchoring to surfaces
functionalized with epoxy groups or aldehyde.
TB sensor 1B-Cy5 sequence is the complementary sequence of Am-S5 linker labelled with the
fluorescent dye Cyanine5 (Cy5). The traits underlined in both chains are complementary regions
that will bind during the hybridization reaction.
Oligonucleotide sequences were designed at the Birgitta Knudsen group (University of Aarhus,
Denmark) and purchased at Sigma-Aldrich.
6.1.2 Purification and characterization of sequences
Before depositing, accurate DNA sequences analysis was performed to purify and measure the
exact concentration when dissolved in aqueous solution.
First, all sequences were purified by means of a process of exclusion chromatography which
involves the use of columns NAP5/NAP10 (GE Healthcare) to trap any impurities present in the
DNA sample (typically organic compounds and metal ions). The stationary phase of the NAP
columns is a SephadexTM resin gel, the mobile phase consists of Millipore H2O.
Initially, the oligonucleotide is diluted in 500 μL of water. The sample is transferred to NAP 5 and
eluted with 1000 μL of water. NAP 5 and NAP 10 are placed over each other so that the liquid
released from the NAP column 5 is collected within NAP 10. Two further eluations are performed
with 750 μL of water each. The final sample of 1500 μL is treated with a centrifugal micro-heater
NB 503 CIR Micro-cenvac, at 5000 rpm for 8 hours at 35 °C, to evaporate the collected water
during the chromatography process, retaining only the sample of purified DNA. Once the mobile
phase solvent was evaporated the resulting DNA pellet was solubilized in 5 μL of 0.1 TE buffer.
The TE buffer is initially prepared at 1M concentration by mixing 1 ml of tris-HCl 1M at pH 8 with
0.2 ml of EDTA at 0.5 M (Ethylenedioaminotetraacetic acid > 98%, Fluka analitical).
The

tris-HCl

solution

was

previously

prepared

by

reacting

Tris

(Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
≥ 99.8% Sigma Aldrich) with Hydrochloric acid (HCl 12 M to 37%, Carlo Erba). The desired pH
value is obtained with HCl addition.
Finally, a sample of buffer solution is diluted 10 times to obtain a 0.1 M TE buffer.
After the purification procedure, the concentration of oligonucleotides is determined through
absorbance measurements, with a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Specord S600 of the Analytic Jena),
at 260 nm, i.e. the value in which the nitrogenous bases of the oligonucleotide sequence absorb. For
these analysis, 1 μL of the purified DNA solution was diluted with water until 1 ml to reach the
optimal concentration range for the measure.
The molar extinction coefficient ε for Am-S5 linker sequence is 359.7 mM−1⋅cm−1; for TB sensor
1B-Cy5 is equal to 254.5 mM−1⋅cm−1.
In addition, for the TB sensor 1B-Cy5 sequence a fluorimetric characterization was performed with
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a Horiba Jobin Yvon spectrophotometer (FLUOROMAX-1), thanks to the presence of fluorophore
Cyanine 5. The excitation and emission values, 650 nm and 670 nm respectively, has been selected.
The fluorescence spectrum exhibited an emission peak at 670 nm confirming the presence of
fluorophore in the molecule. For quantitative determination, a UV spectrum was obtained by
measuring the absorbance of the nitrogenous bases at 260 nm. The results obtained will be shown
and discussed in the next section.
6.1.3 Preparation of printing surface
Two different surfaces were used for microarray preparation: epoxy-functionalized glass on which
the oligonucleotide is covalently bonded by the amine group at 5' of the sequence, and nylon
surfaces in which deposited DNA is immobilized for electrostatic interactions.
Optical microscopy slides (Excell, ISO 8037 / I, 26 mm x 76.1 mm, 1.2 mm thick) are used as glass
surfaces. First washing with absolute ethanol (98%, Fluka Analitical) is carried out to remove
impurities and organic residues. In order to make the surface hydrophilic, an ozone cleaning
process is performed (UV Ozone Cleaner - ProCleanerTM, Bioforce Nanosciences) for 30 minutes.
After the cleaning process, the slide is treated in a Petri dish for 5 hours at room temperature with a
90% ethanol and 10% APTES solution ((3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane 99% Sigma Aldrich);
(Fig. 6.2 a)). So the ammino-silanized slide is washed with acetone (99%, Fisher) and then ethanol,
dried for 15 minutes at 110 °C and stored at -20 °C overnight. Subsequently, two slides are
contacted with each other (sandwich method) using a PBAG solution (poly(Bisphenol A-coepichlorohydrin), glycidyl end-cappen, Sigma Aldrich, Fig. 6.2 b)) in acetone (1:1 ratio) and stored
at room temperature for one night. Finally, the two slides are separated, washed with acetone and
used for the printing process6. In figure 6.2 c) the schematic sequence of functionalization of glass
surface procedure is shown.
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Figure 6.2: a) APTES (3-Aminopropyl)tryethoxysilane; b) poly(Bisphenol A-co-epichlorohydrin),
glycidyl end-cappen; c) Schematic representation of glass functionalization procedure.
For deposition on nylon surfaces, nylon sheets (Amersham Hybond-N+ Ge Healthcare
Lifesciences, Hyblot) were used. These sheets have a positive charge and are used for Southern
Blot techniques in which DNA sequences, separated by electrophoretic methods, are transferred for
qualitative and quantitative analysis. The presence of positive charge allows electrostatic
interaction with DNA sequences. Since nylon support is ready for use, no preliminary operation is
required. After the deposition of DNA sequence, surface UV crosslinking is carried out using UVC
500 Hoefer Ultraviolet Crosslinker.
6.1.4 DNA oligonucleotides deposition
The deposition of single-stranded oligonucleotide sequences was carried out by the Dip Pen
Nanolithography (Nano eNablerTM Molecular Printing System of BioForce Nanoscience, Fig. 6.3),
a contact printing method based on the Atomic Force Microscopy to dispense femtoliter scale drops
of solution on solid supports with a microfluidic deposition system. The spot size on micrometer
and nanometer scales heavily depends on factors such as time of contact between tip and surface,
humidity, and viscosity of molecular ink.
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Figure 6.3: Nano eNablerTM Molecular Printing System of BioForce Nanoscience.
A small amount of ink, is placed on a reservoir, it flows by capillary effect within a microchannel
and when the tip is in contact with the receiving surface is deposited (Fig. 6.4). The microfluidic
system described is called "Surface Patterning Tool", SPT. For the experiments have been used
SPT microchannels with a width of 30 microns.

Figure 6.4: Surface Patterning Tool.
On the tip of the SPT, (which has been previously treated with ozone for 30 minutes to make its
surface hydrophilic), an ink containing the DNA sample with additives needed to create the
optimum hydration and viscosity conditions for printing is loaded.
5 μL of solution containing AmS5linker 100 μM were prepared, with the addition of PEG1000
(Sigma Aldrich) and glycerol (99.5% Sigma Aldrich) in three different PEG1000/glycerol ratios as
summarized in the following table:
Ink 1

Ink 2

Ink 3

5% PEG 1000

5% PEG 1000

5%PEG 1000
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10% Glycerol

30% Glycerol

50% Glycerol

0.05 TE buffer

0.05 TE buffer

0.05 TE buffer

DNA 100μM

DNA 100μM

DNA 100μM

H2O

H2O

H2O

Table 6.1: Inks components.
For each type of ink oligo-spots microarray have been made using different contact times, from 0.1
to 10 seconds, and different values of relative humidity, 50%, 60% and 70%.
The systematic study to determine the optimal printing conditions for the realization of spots on
glass is discussed in the next chapter. When the printing process is finished, the glass surface is
stored at room temperature overnight.
Regarding the deposition of AmS5linker on nylon, solutions containing different concentrations of
DNA (between 0-100 μM) were prepared by adding PEG1000 (5%) and glycerol (10%-30%) to
determine the effect of viscosity and concentration on the efficiency of DNA deposition.
6.1.5 Hybridization protocols
The hybridization reactions required the following three buffers:
- MESTBS: prepared by mixing 20 mM tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl (98%, Sigma Aldrich), 4.5% milk
powder (which reduces non-specific interactions; Fluka Analitical), 5 mM EDTA (used to chelate
the metals necessary for the nucleases activity), 0.2% NaN3 (sodium azide being a preservative
avoids degradation phenomena; 99%, Sigma Aldrich) and finally 1mg/ml of DNA herring sperm
(standard used to significantly reduce non-specific interactions; Sigma Aldrich). The buffer is
brought to pH 7.35 by using the pH meter.
- TETBS: prepared by mixing 20 mM tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA and 0.05% Tween-20
(to significantly reduce non-specific interactions; Sigma Aldrich). Finally, the buffer is brought to
pH 7.5.
- DNA hybridization spotting buffer: prepared by mixing the TE buffer with 300 mM NaCl and
bringing the pH to 7.5.
The glass slide is washed for 30 minutes with the MESTBS buffer and, for another 15 minutes,
with the TETBS buffer. 50 μL of TB sensor sequence solution (100 nM in TETBS buffer) is
released on the Am-S5 linker microarrays. The hybridization reaction is carried out at room
temperature within a humidity chamber for about 1 hour. Subsequently, the surface is washed with
PBS (phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.4).
As for hybridization on nylon, a protocol suggested by the Danish research team was used. Before
hybridization, washings were performed with the MESTBS and TETBS buffers. 50μL of 100 nM
TB sensor solution dissolved in the DNA hybridization buffer are placed where the arrays were
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printed. The hybridization reaction is carried out for 1 hour at 50 °C within the centrifugal microheater chamber. Subsequently, the sample is washed with the same hybridization buffer.
In both cases, microarrays are observed either through the DPN camera and with a ChemiDoc TM
MP Imaging microarray scanner (Bio-Rad), by energizing the Cy5 probe in the red 695-655nm cpn
filter "Red epi filter". Array images after hybridization are exported in .tiff format and analyzed by
the imageJ software (a program that allows you to measure radius, perimeter and area by pixel
counting).

6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Oligonucleotides concentration
The concentration of the oligonucleotide is determined through absorbance measurements,
obtaining an absorption peak at 260 nm, value in which there is absorption by the nitrogen bases of
the oligonucleotide. For the TB Sensor 1B-Cy5 sequence is observed another peak at around 650
nm indicating the fluorophore absorption. For Am-S5 linker DNA sequences a concentration of
380 μM is obtained; for TB sensor 1B the concentration of solution is 300 μM. The UV-vis spectra
are reported in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: UV-vis spectra of a) Am-S5 linker and b) TB sensor 1B-Cy5.
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6.2.2 Systematic study for the realization of oligo-spots on functionalized glass surfaces
Using the three formulations previously indicated with relative humidity of 50%, 60% and 70%,
and contact times of 0.1 s, 1 s, 3 s, 5 s, 10 s was conducted a systematic study for the realization of
spots on glass to determine the optimal printing conditions.
Each of the following images (captured with the DPN's high resolution camera) shows spots of
Am-S5 linker spaced 50 μm, deposited at different contact times and different humidity conditions.
Ink 5/10 (5% PEG 1000, 10% glycerol)
The deposition of the ink made with 5% PEG1000 and 10% glycerol (Ink 5/10), at different contact
times, from 0.1 to 10 seconds, and relative humidity of 50%, 60% and 70%, lead to the following
results:

Figure 6.6: Spots deposition of Ink 5/10 at a) 50% RH, b) 60% RH, c) 70% RH, at different
contact times.
Under 50% humidity conditions (Fig. 6.6 a)), the spots have a fairly regular and circular shape. At
10s the amount of liquid released by the tip of the DPN is such that there is coalescence and thus
loss of resolution. At 60% RH (Fig. 6.6 b)) none of the spots has a regular shape; most likely this is
due to irregularities during deposition. At 70% RH (Fig. 6.6 c)) the spots are fairly regular up to a
3s contact time. Different spots at 5s and 10s are not visible for the same coalescence phenomenon
seen above for high contact times.
The table shows the mean diameters measured for each contact time and each humidity condition,
in addition to its standard deviations and variance coefficients (expressed in percentage terms).
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RH 50%

RH 60%

RH 70%

Time (s)

Diam.(μm)

St. Dev.

CV

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

CV

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

CV

0.1

13,631

0,352

2,6%

-

-

-

19,594

0,709

3,6%

1

16,105

0,947

5,8%

-

-

-

24,324

0,375

1,5%

3

19,560

0,042

4,2%

-

-

-

28,603

0,97

3,4%

5

22,625

0,033

3,3%

-

-

-

31,254

0,716

2,3%

10

26,295

0,017

1,7%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6.2: Spots data for Ink 5/10.
No data are obtained for spots realize with a humidity of 60% and for spots at 10 s as a contact time
at 70% humidity. Following graph shows the linear correlation between the average diameters
measured for each contact time, on the ordinate, and the square root of the contact time, along the
abscissa, in the condition of relative humidity of 50% and 70%.

Figure 6.7: Linear contact time-diameter correlation for Ink 5/10. The results are shown at 50%
and 70% relative humidity.
So, the ink 5/10 forms fairly regular spots both under high viscosity conditions, RH 50%, and low
viscosity, RH 70%. As the humidity increases, the average diameter of the spot is increased, due to
the fact that higher humidity (i.e. the greater amount of water present in the deposition
environment) leads to a decrease in the viscosity of the deposited liquid, thus to a greater fluidity
and greater size spots. A better response is obtained at 50% of humidity, despite a minor
correlation, since it cannot print spots at high contact times.
Ink 5/30 (5% PEG 1000, 30% glycerol)
For the ink made with 5% PEG 1000 and 30% glycerol (Ink 5/30) the following arrays were
printed:
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Figure 6.8: Spots deposition of Ink 5/30 at a) 50% RH, b) 60% RH, c) 70% RH, at different
contact times.
At 50% RH (Fig. 6.8 a)), spots with a circular shape are obtained at both low and high contact
times. At 60% RH (Fig. 6.8 b)), spots with an optimal shape are obtained up to a 5s contact time, at
10 s the spot has an elongated shape due to the diffusion of the fluid released from the tip of the
DPN. The fluid tends to spread along the area where the cantilever is present due to its remarkable
hydrophilicity which increases the adhesion forces with the fluid. At 70% RH (Fig. 6.8 c)) the
spots have irregular shapes at 5s and 10s for the same reason.
Table 6.3 shows the values of the diameters measured for each set of spots at different contact
times and different humidity. The graph in figure 6.9 shows the linear correlation between spot
size and contact time.
RH 50%
Time (s)

RH 60%

Diam.(μm)

St. Dev.

0.1

12,739

0,881

1

15,060

3

CV

RH 70%

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

6,9%

17,821

0,393

0,604

4%

24,568

20,285

0,998

4,9%

5

22,580

0,854

10

28,440

1,311

CV

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

2,2%

22,052

0,902

4,1%

0,53

2,1%

20.897

0.479

2.2%

28,518

0,244

0,8%

27,333

0,716

2,6%

3,7%

30,267

0,847

2,8%

-

-

-

4,6%

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6.3: Spots data for Ink 5/30.
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CV

Figure 6.9: Linear contact time-diameter correlation for Ink 5/30. The results are shown at 50%,
60% and 70% relative humidity.
Regarding spot printing conditions at 50% and 60% of relative humidity, good correlations are
obtained. At 70% RH, however, there is no good correlation, due to an irregularity observed in
spots deposited at 1s contact time. So, the lowest humidity RH 50% leads to spots with more
regular size and therefore is preferable to the deposition than the higher humidity.
Ink 5/50 (5% PEG 1000, 50% glycerol)
Finally, the ink prepared with PEG1000 5% and glycerol 50% (Ink 5/50) are analyzed. The spots
obtained at RH 50, RH 60 and RH 70 are as follows:
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Figure 6.10: Spots deposition of Ink 5/50 at a) 50% RH, b) 60% RH, c) 70% RH, at different
contact times.
Spots observation shows that deposited spots have a fairly regular shape at all humidity printing
conditions (Fig. 6.10). In particular, at 70% RH it is observed that spots, starting at 3s contact time,
seem to reach almost constant size, as will be shown later by the graph of linear correlation.
Additionally, at 70% RH we observe the same irregular shape for 10s contact time. The measured
data for each set of spots and the respective correlation lines are shown in table 6.4 and figure
6.11.
RH 50%
Time (s)

RH 60%

Diam.(μm)

St. Dev.

0.1

13,648

0,636

1

18,297

3

CV

RH 70%

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

4,6%

12,964

0,267

0,715

3,9%

16,997

22,587

1,546

6,8%

5

24,457

1,772

10

28,624

0,457

CV

Diam.(μm)

St.Dev.

2%

16,772

0,893

5,3%

1,013

5,9%

24,043

0,483

2%

21,19

1,122

5,2%

29,297

0,451

1,5%

7,2%

26,146

0,774

2,9%

30.412

0,523

1,7%

1,6%

29,377

0,373

1,2%

-

-

-

Table 6.4: Spots data for Ink 5/50.
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CV

Figure 6.11: Linear contact time-diameter correlation for Ink 5/50. The results are shown at 50%,
60% and 70% relative humidity.
As the humidity increases, the fluid viscosity decreases and hence the size of the spot will tend to
increase. The straight lines obtained at 50% and 60% RH tend to intersect, meaning that there are
contact times in which the spot obtained at 60% will be similar to that obtained at 50%. Instead for
70% RH it is shown that the size of the spot reaches a plateau at high contact times (3s).
From the analysis at different printing condition it can be concluded that all the three formulations
allow to deposit drops of diameters between 10 and 30 μm containing an oligonucleotide sequence
in aqueous solution in presence of glycerol and PEG1000. The highest concentration of glycerol
(50%) leads to spot with often irregular shape at all humidity condition. Concentrations of glycerol
of 10% and 30% lead to more circular and regular spots, (except for 60% RH with 10% glycerol
and 70% RH with 30% glycerol), with a good correlation between diameter of spot and square root
of contact time. Coalescence between the spots is observed at high contact times for almost all inks.
Overall, the best results are observed at 50% and 60% of relative humidity, while at 70% RH, the
amount of fluid deposited by SPT is excessive leading to coalescence between adjacent spots and
complete loss of resolution and reproducibility. At high humidity, the diameter of the spot reaches
a plateau at high contact times (3s), because the fluid transport is mainly governed by the surface
tension than the viscosity, as the surface tension tends to slightly reduce the spot enlargement2. It is
important to note that high concentrations of glycerol, and hence greater drop viscosity, are known
to lead to a decrease in the amount of DNA that would covalently bond to the glass surface due to
the higher viscosity of the oligonucleotide solution.
On the basis of these data the formulation 5/30 is chosen as a useful compromise between spot
morphology and the minimum amount of glycerol required, at relative humidity equal of 50% and
lower contact times (0.1 to 3 seconds) which allow to obtain regular spot with a good morphology.
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6.2.3 Hybridization reaction on glass
In order to proceed with the hybridization reaction, a 10x10 matrix of Am-S5 linker 100 uM spots
spacing 500 μm is fabricated, employing the ink 5/30 at 50% RH and using a contact time of 3s.
After treatment with MESTBS and TETBS blocking buffers, the single-strand DNA was
hybridized with a fluoro-labelled complementary sequence TB sensor 1B Cy5 100 nM. The
hybridization reaction is conducted at room temperature in a humid chamber for about an hour.
Subsequently, the surface is washed with PBS buffer.
The observation of the hybridization result is carried out with a microarray scanner (Fig. 6.12).

Figure 6.12: Hybridization reaction on glass surface.
The signal detection systems for DNA deposited on glass revealed no presence of spots, indicating
a possible failure of the hybridization.
Possible reasons of failure of the experiment may be:
-

failure in the DNA link to the surface;

-

non-specific binding of the Cy5 labelled DNA on the epoxy surface;

-

poor sensitivity of the instrument to reveal a hybridization signal coming from a monolayer
of DNA double-strand (corresponding to about 106 molecules for a spot of 40 μm in
diameter).

6.2.4 Spot fabrication and hybridization on nylon substrate
We have shown the possibility to efficiently deposit oligonucleotides by Dip Pen Nanolithography
(DPN) onto glass surfaces. We have also deposited oligonucleotides on nylon substrate for the
fabrication of biochips on flexible supports with the possibility to easily degradate after use. The
immobilization of the DNA strand within the nylon matrix is electrostatic and will occur between
the positive charge of the nylon and the negative charge given by the phosphate groups present in
the DNA. In addition, by exposing the nylon membrane having spots of DNA under UV light,
DNA strands will be covalently immobilized within the matrix of nylon. Since nylon is a polymeric
material, made of fibers, the amount of DNA that can be immobilized in the nylon is greater than
that which is deposited on glass.
Initially, it was necessary to optimize the formulation for depositing the oligonucleotides by means
of DPN on the nylon surface. Solutions were prepared containing AmS5 linker at different
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concentrations, from 0 to 100 uM with addition of PEG1000 (5%) and glycerol (10% -30%).
Surprisingly, the presence of PEG does not allow any deposition of DNA; the solution present in
the SPT is not released on the nylon surface even at high contact times (> 20 s). Conversely, a less
viscous formulation containing only glycerol (10% to 30%) in millipore water allows depositing
the oligonucleotides. Humidity is very important. At 50% RH the spots release is possible, but
difficult and only for long contact time with the surface. At higher humidity (70%), the release of
the spot is easier with a less pressure from the SPT needed. This can be explained by the fact that
the release of the spot on these support is basically driven by electrostatic interactions and
relatively less by diffusion or surface tension. Fluid viscosity plays an important role: the increase
in humidity and consequently the fluidity of the oligonucleotide solution greatly improves the
efficiency of the deposition. The filament of AmS5 linker is deposited in microarray format at
various concentrations (0.1 μM, 1 μM, 10 μM, and 100 μM), and crosslinking is performed by UV
radiation to fix the DNA on the surface. The efficient deposition is obtained at 10-1 µM
oligonucleotide concentrations, 70% relative humidity and 30% glycerol, with circular spots of
diameter in the range of 30 - 60 microns in function of the dwell time (from 1 to 20 seconds), (Fig.
6.13).
The size of the spots on the nylon surface was approximately determined through an optical
characterization with the ImageJ software. For the low contact times the spot diameter dimension is
about 35 μm, whereas for high contact times the diameter shows a value between 50-60 μm.

Figure 6.13: Optical image of four AmS5 linker spots (10 μM) deposited on nylon at 70% RH and
contact time of 20 s. The spots are spaced 700 μm. Within the rectangle the SPT system is reported.
Following the appropriate treatment with MESTBS and TETBS buffers, a TB sensor 1B-Cy5
solution (100 nM) in DNA hybridization buffer is prepared and transferred on each nylon sheet (80
μL). The hybridization is conducted for 1 hour at 50 °C. Subsequently, the sample is washed with
the same hybridization buffer. The signal detection is carried out using a microarray scanner by
exciting the probe Cy5 in the range 695-655 nm (Fig. 6.14).
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Fig. 6.14: Signal detection of Am-S5 linker spots, at different concentration, on nylon substrate.

Double-strand DNA are visible from AmS5 linker concentrations greater than 1 μM. The
deposition at 100 μM leads to spots of irregular shape, probably due to uncontrolled fluid diffusion
from SPT following deposition. The average intensity per spot is approximately 31000 ± 3060
(after background subtraction). Spots of optimum shape are obtained at 10 μM and 1 μM (although
not clearly visible, a circular shape can be observed). In the latter case, an average intensity of 1070
± 791 was obtained. At the 10 μM concentration regular and circular spots are obtained. For this
case, spots with different contact times (1s - 20s) were also made. The spot intensity increases in
diameter according to the contact time, following a linear trend (R2 = 0.98957, shown in figure
6.15), proving that an increased amount of AmS5 linker is deposited for greater contact times. The
background value -16062.1 ± 391.5 is subtracted to the DNA spots intensity values.

Figure 6.15: a) Average intensity signal (reported as the spot intensity on gray scale) according to
the contact time for the 10 μM Am-S5 linker deposition. B) image from ImageJ software showing
spots after hybridization (20s contact time).
The future step of the work will be the modification of biochips to detect the Malaria-causing
Plasmodium parasites through studies on Plasmodium topoisomerase I activity onto nylon
substrates for the diagnostic chips fabrication.
So, in conclusion, flexible supports such as nylon allow the fabrication of low-cost and cheap
biochips, and are potentially ideal for the creation of systems disposable in the "Point-of-Care"
diagnosis.
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Conclusions
The main result of this thesis is the design of integrated solution based approaches for assembling
biochips of stable small aqueous compartments that, coupled with a confocal detection method,
allow for the development of unprecedented devices for programming and studying few molecular
and intermolecular events. Remarkable is the possibility to investigate on a chip the effect of the
nanoscale confinement on the molecular and intermolecular behaviour as well as on the
performance of molecular machines.
In particular, binding assays have been demonstrated by the CADRICS methodology allowing for
investigating molecular diffusion parameters of biomolecules in scalable artificial “cellular-like”
compartments. Protein binding assays have been executed in aqueous liquid phase and thus, they
can be extended to more delicate proteins since no immobilization on solid supports is required.
Reagent consumption per single droplet is minimal in comparison to recently reported methods,
especially for assays conducted in aqueous liquid phase. Here it has been shown a proof-of-concept
of this method by Alexa 647 dye and the model protein binding assay Biotin/Streptavidin. This
approach can be easily generalized to multiplexed biomolecular assays in droplet microarrays by
dispensing simultaneously, in multichannel formats, different aqueous inks, so that such CADRICS
chip can screen a large number of different protein/ligand couples or different concentrations of the
same protein/ligand couple.
On the other side, these findings can constitute an important basis for more elaborated
investigations of the influence of volume confinement on protein binding and intermolecular
interactions. In fact, it is possible to explore different conditions like surfactants of various
molecular structures in order to stabilize aqueous compartments up to femtoliter fractions.
In this regard, it has been developed a novel printing approach to produce stable fL-scale aqueous
droplets inside mineral oil in absence of electrolytes by sub-nozzle resolution Inkjet Printing. Inside
such fL aqueous compartments, molecules spontaneously assemble in regular “ring-patterns”
(hundreds of nm thick), in which solute-solvent and solvent driven solute-solute interactions are
modified with respect to the bulk case as demonstrated by variation of fluorescence life time of
environmental-sensitive molecules. The results of this study suggest that the design of aqueous fL
droplets by a “spike-like” jetting waveform can lead to the assembly of a unique self-assembled
aqueous confinement platform at a water-oil interface in presence of crowding agents that can
outperform naturally occurring crowding phenomena in sub-cellular scale compartments.
Remarkably, synergic effects of confinement and crowding lead to superior functionality of a DNA
molecular machine. Understanding diffusion phenomena and binding or other intermolecular
events in reduced size conditions and/or introducing higher viscosity ink formulations may allow
recreating confinement and molecular crowding effects as is the situation of sub-cellular
compartments in living cells.
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Since for the first time few molecular events are detected on engineered artificial platforms, we
believe that such methodologies are expected to have immediate impact in the fields of biochips,
synthetic biology, drug screening and nanobiotechnology. A future perspective is the
characterization of the enzymatic activity of a model system in crowded and confined environment.
In particular, we want to investigate the effect of the annular confinement upon the CYP2E1catalysed reaction rate. CYP2E1 is a cytochrome P450 phase I metabolism enzyme whose
expression in mithocondria is specifically connected to physiopathological situations. Preliminary
results have shown that the product reaction fluorescence in annular confinement leads to a lower
lifetime because of the crowded environment and that fluorescence intensity increases in time
reaching higher values for annular confinement in comparison to bulk case. Investigation of
enzymatic kinetics leads to an unprecedented behaviour with respect to previous confinement
reports. This can be interpreted, classically, as if annulus permits to eliminate uncompetitive
inhibition, or more correctly, as if CYP2E1 is more concentrated in the annulus with respect to
bulk, giving rise to an enhanced kinetics.
Another important result of this thesis is the set-up of a strategy for the fabrication of DNA
biochips on solid support, such as modified glass surfaces, and flexible substrate, such as nylon, by
Dip Pen Lithography. There has been developed strategies to deposit and anchor oligonucleotides
on solid surfaces in form of ordered matrices. In particular, flexible supports such as nylon, are
low-cost systems and are potentially ideal for the creation of systems disposable in the "Point-ofCare" diagnosis. The development of a solid knowledge-platform on these topics is important for
the realization of a novel class of high-density, low-cost, and high-throughput “printed” devices
and biochips on sub-micrometric and sub-cellular scale, for applications in biomedical and
pharmacological field.
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